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In the years since the establishment of the Florida Comprehensive Assessment 

test (FCAT) in 1998, the Florida public school districts have had little standardized, 

diagnostic data to assist in preparation for the FCA T. The FCAT serves as a high-stakes 

assessment for students as a graduation requirement, and it serves as a high-stakes 

assessment for school and district accountability for the Florida A++ Plan, and for 

national accountability within No Child Left Behind Act, 2001. 

A quantitative study was conducted to determine if the College Board's 

Preliminary Scholastic Achievement Test, PSAT/NMSQT®, could be used to predict 

scores on the FCAT. More than 11 ,000 student test records ofBroward County public 

school lOth graders were used for this study. Predictive discriminant analyses were 

conducted using the October 2003 PSAT/NMSQT® and the March 2004 FCAT scores. 

Three contextual variables: gender, race/ethnicity, and socioeconomics were used to 
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determine if the variables moderate the ability of the PSAT in classifying the students as 

passing the FCAT. 

The study found the percent of the groups correctly classified for predicting 

FCAT Reading from the PSAT Verbal scores for all subjects and each contextual 

variable ranged from 75 percent to 78.70 percent. The accuracy for the PSAT Verbal 

predicting failing the FCAT Reading for all of the subjects was at 84.50 percent, and the 

accuracy for PSAT Verbal predicting passing the FCAT Reading was at 71.40 percent. 

The study also found the percent of the groups correctly classified for predicting 

FCAT Math from PSAT Math scores for all subjects and each contextual variable ranged 

from 72.40 % to 76.00 percent. The accuracy for the PSAT Math predicting failing the 

FCAT Math for all subjects was at 89.70 percent and the accuracy for PSAT Math 

predicting passing the FCAT Math for all subjects was at 70.90 percent. 

The model in this study has proven to be successful in predicting FCAT success 

through the use of the PSAT scores. Recommendations for educators, both district and 

school staff, include exploring optimum utilization of available data through the PSAT, 

and optimum utilization of the PSAT score reports for direct intervention with students. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

"For the first time in history, every state has an approved accountability plan to 

ensure academic proficiency for every child. The success of schools is now being 

measured on the academic achievement of all students so that children who need help 

aren't hidden in averages," former United States Secretary of Education, Rod Paige, 

wrote in his memorandum to editorial writers on March 11, 2004. 

As the U.S. Department of Education, followed by state mandates, enacts new 

educational policies, the K-12 public school system hastily does its best to comply, 

ensuring continued funding and ensuring that the children of the nation are provided the 

best opportunities for academic achievement. Quite often, the public school educators are 

left searching for solutions and practices within short deadlines even though research of 

change within successful organizations is known to take three to five years. Kotter (1996) 

explains how successful organizations can promote change by creating a sense of 

urgency. In public school education, the continuous process of improvement is impacted 

by the external policy changes that not only force a sense of urgency, but often times 

force a structural or program change that must be immediately implemented. The most 

prominent change has been the state mandated test. Standardized testing is not new to 

education, but the "strategy of attaching high-stakes" to testing was (Emery, 2002, p. 3). 

In 1976, the state of Florida mandated the Statewide Student Assessment Program 

with the first assessment test given in 1977 (Florida Department of Education, 2002; 
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Strange, 1981). In 1985, the state moved to high-stakes testing for students by mandating 

a passing score on the High School Competency Test (HSCT) in order for students to 

receive a standard high school dip lorna (Florida Department of Education, 2004c). 

Almost three decades later, the state of Florida continues to refine its state assessment 

program in alignment with the U.S. Department of Education's Strategic Plan 2002-2007 

and in alignment with the No Child Left Behind Act, 2001. The 1998 Florida Department 

of Education change to the Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test (herein referred to as 

FCAT) moved the assessment program to one of high-stakes accountability for schools. 

As educators change practices and procedures to meet the rigors of assessment and 

accountability mandates, new uses for nationally established assessments must be 

considered. 

Statement of the Problem 

In the years since the establishment of the FCAT, the public school districts have 

had little to no standardized, diagnostic data to assist schools in preparation for the 

FCAT. The School Board of Broward County in October of 2003 administered a local 

(countywide) Benchmark Assessment Test (BAT) in an attempt to serve as a diagnostic 

tool. In December of that same year, 2003, the BAT was again administered; however, 

the two Benchmark Assessment Tests could not be used comparatively to check for 

learning gains between the two administration dates. To date, there is not a statewide, 

standardized, diagnostic tool used for FCAT preparation nor is there an established 

standardized assessment predicting FCAT scores. In 2007, the BAT administrations are 

used as a resource for schools to view student benchmark growth between the two dates 
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of the BAT administration. Principals are cautioned not to use the growth indicators as 

predictors for FCAT learning gains (Clemment, 2007). 

The problem of the study was to determine if the College Board's national PSAT 

verbal and math scores could be used as predictors for passing the Florida state mandated 

FCAT reading and math subtests. Analysis determined that the PSAT scores could be 

used as predictors for FCAT success and failure. Linkages between the two tests could be 

utilized by teachers, administrators, and district staff to identify student achievement gaps 

prior to the administration of FCAT; therefore, influencing curriculum, scheduling, staff 

development, teaching pedagogy and student preparation for meeting the state graduation 

requirements. 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study is to provide information for categorically determining 

student scores on the state mandated Florida Comprehensive Test (FCAT) and to 

determine that PSAT/NMSQT® scores can be used as predictors of student scores on the 

FCAT. The study examines Broward County, Florida lOth grade scores from the October 

2003 administration of the PSAT/NMSQT® and results from the Broward County, 

Florida lOth grade March 2004 FCAT. 

Furthermore, the impact of the study can assist Florida school districts in their 

endeavors to comply with the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 and the U. S Department 

of Education's Strategic Plan 2002-2007. 

The data illustrates significant relationships between the PSAT and FCAT with an 

analysis of a predictability rate, providing opportunities for students, teachers and parents 

across the state of Florida to utilize the practicality of the PSAT in preparing for the 
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FCA T. The established process of the PSAT, from the test administration to training the 

faculty on how to teach the students to analyze their score reports while reviewing his/her 

returned individual test booklets, allows the students to better evaluate their reading and 

math problem solving and test taking skills. 

Delimitations of the Study 

Tenth grade students who are identified as English Speakers of Other Languages 

(ESOL) and who have been in the United States enrolled in an ESOL program less than 

two years are allowed accommodations when taking the FCAT. Accommodations include 

the use of the particular language/English dictionary and extended testing time. These 

ESOL accommodations are allowed for the FCAT but not for the PSAT. All Broward 

County public school lOth graders are required to participate in the PSAT; therefore, if 

any ESOL student chose to participate in the PSAT, they would do so without 

accommodations, and these scores will be included in the study. 

Exceptional Student Education (ESE) students with a documented 

accommodation plan and/or students with a documented plan under the mandates and 

guidelines of the American with Disabilities (ADA) Section 504 of the Americans with 

Disabilities Act of 1976 are allowed to participate in the PSAT with accommodations 

upon submission of the documented accommodations to the College Board and with prior 

approval through followed procedures as instructed by the PSAT test administration 

guidelines. These students' scores are not flagged or identified in the PSAT score 

reporting and these scores will be included in the study. 
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Limitations of the Study 

This study is limited to the School Board of Broward County, Florida public 

school2003-2004 lOth graders. This Florida school district is within the top five largest 

urban school districts in the United States. Results may not be generalized to rural 

districts or other school districts with different demographics or with other states' high

stakes tests with a different emphasis. 

This study will not include Broward County public high school lOth grade 

students who were exempt from taking the Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test in 

March of 2004. These populations include Exceptional Student Education (ESE) students 

who had documentation in the Individual Education Plans (IEP) indicating the students' 

needs for an alternative assessment. These students' IEPs fall under the guidelines and 

mandates of Individuals with Disabilities Act of 1997 (IDEA), Public Law 105-17. Test 

scores of ESE students who are mainstreamed will be included in the study. 

Additional limitations of the study include lOth grade students who may have 

been absent from school on the day of the Tuesday, October 21, 2003 PSAT 

administration. There was no test make-up day for the PSAT. Additionally, the School 

Board ofBroward County disaggregates the collection ofPSAT student scores by test 

dates. This study does not include students who chose to take the Saturday, October 25, 

2003 PSAT administration. 

The subtest of Writing on both the FCAT and the PSAT is not included in this 

study. At the time of this study, a writing subtest score is not a graduation requirement in 

the state of Florida. 
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Significance of the Study 

First, the research provides an overall picture of the historically established 

indicators of student success on state-mandated testing, socioeconomic status, gender, 

and race (Hanson, 1989; Strange, 1981). In a public school system of accountability, 

every detail that impacts student achievement must be recognized as significant. 

Secondly, as the state of Florida moves toward satisfying the goals of the U.S. 

Department of Education 's Strategic Plan 2002-2007 and remaining in compliance with 

the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, a state-wide tool that could be used diagnostically 

could assist educators, students, and parents in preparing for the state's mandated method 

of accountability, the FCAT. 

Finally, as students tolerate the challenges of high-stakes testing, the use of one, 

low-stakes assessment, the PSAT, could not only satisfy the diagnostic and probabilities 

of success of the high-stakes FCAT, but it could also continue to be used as a tool for 

recommending Advanced Placement potential meeting the goals of the U.S. Strategic 

Plan 2002-2007. Additionally, the PSAT not only provides the students with a 

comprehensive formative score report, but also the exact test booklet the students used 

when taking the exam. Because students are allowed to write in their test booklets while 

taking the test, providing them with access to their test booklet allows them to view the 

problem-solving steps they used while taking the test. 

Table 1 introduces the definition of terms used in this study and defined by the 

state of Florida, the College Board and the School Board of Broward County. 
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Table 1 

Definitions of Terms 

Term 

Advanced Placement Course 

Americans with Disabilities Act of 1976 

Benchmark Assessment Test 

The College Board 

Definition 

7 

High school courses identified by the 

College Board which are recognized by 

colleges in the U.S. Students may receive 

college credit based on course culminating 

exam scores 

Federal statute passed to ensure 

American's with disabilities equal access. 

Section 504 of the law is specific to 

education ensuring students with 

disabilities that impair major life-functions, 

like reading, receive appropriate access to 

educational programs. 

Test used in the Broward County, Florida 

public schools as a diagnostic tool for 

FCAT preparation. The test was first 

utilized in the 2003-2004 school year. 

A national nonprofit membership 

association whose mission is to prepare, 

inspire, and connect students to more than 

43,000 schools, colleges, universities and 

other educational organizations. The 

College Board serves each year, over three 

million students and the parents, 23, 000 

high schools, and 3, 500 colleges through 

its variety of programs (College Board, 

2004a). 
(table continues) 



Table 1 (continued) 

Term 

Ethnicity/Race 

Exceptional Student Education (ESE) 

English Speakers of Other Languages 

FCAT 

FCAT Achievement Levels 

FCA T Benchmark 

Definition 

Ethnic/race categories as defined by the 

state of Florida. They are: Black, White, 

Hispanic, Asian, Indian, and Multiracial. 

The program in the state of Florida, which 

serves students with disabilities, is under 

the mandates of Individuals with 

Disabilities Act of 1997 (IDEA). 

8 

The program in the state of Florida which 

serves students with Limited English 

Proficiency (LEP). 

The Florida Comprehensive Assessment 

test comprised of three sub-tests: reading, 

math, and writing. The state of Florida's 

mandated method of accountability for 

student achievement. Passing scores on the 

FCAT reading and math subtests are 

graduation requirements for a Florida 

standard high school diploma 

The categories of the FCA T scores that 

group ranges of scale scores; there are five 

achievement levels. Level one being the 

lowest level, five being the highest level. 

Specific statements of expected student 

achievement under the FCAT standards. 
(table continues) 



Table 1 (continued) 

Term 

FCAT Math 

FCAT Reading 

FCAT Scale Score 

FCAT Standards 

FCAT Strand 

Gender 

High School Competency Test (HSCT) 

Definition 

9 

The Florida Comprehension Assessment 

Test, includes a math sub-test. A minimum 

passing scale score of 300 on the lOth 

grade test is a standard diploma graduation 

requirement for the 2003-2004 school year. 

The Florida Comprehension Assessment 

Test, includes a reading sub-test. A 

minimum passing scale score of 300 on the 

lOth grade test is a standard diploma 

graduation requirement for the 2003-2004 

school year. 

The raw scores of each sub-test, reading 

and math. 

A general statement of expected student 

achievement within a strand of the sub-test. 

A category of skills within a category of 

know ledge, i.e. Compare and Contrast in a 

Reading passage 

Category formerly referred to as Sex. 

Defined by the state of Florida as Male or 

Female. 

The state of Florida former high school 

graduation exit exam. The HSCT tested 

minimum skills. HSCT was replaced with 

the FCAT (FDOE, 2004c ). 
(table continues) 



Table 1 (continued) 

Term 

Individual Education Plan (IEP) 

No Child left Behind Act, 2001 (NCLB) 

PSAT/NMSQT® 

PSAT/NMSQT® Categories of Knowledge 

PSAT Math 

PSAT Verbal 

Socioeconomic Status (SES) 

Total Education Resource Management 
System (TERMS) 

Definition 

The documented plan for students in the 

Exceptional Student Education program. 

The federal act to close the achievement 

gap with accountability, flexibility, and 

choice so that no child is left behind. 

The Preliminary Scholastic Achievement 

Test/National Merit Scholarship Qualifying 

Test established by the College Board. The 

PSAT is designed to be used as a practice 

test for the college entrance exam, the 

SAT, and the PSAT is also designed to 

predict success in Advanced Placement 

courses. 

Verbal, Math, and Writing 

The College Board' s PSAT sub-test with a 

20 - 80 score range. 

The College Board's PSAT sub-test with a 

20 - 80 score range. 

Category for student demographic 

information based on students receiving 

free or reduced priced meals by federal 

guidelines. 

Computer program used by the School 

Board of Broward County, Florida Public 

Schools to collect and maintain data. 
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Chapter Summary 

High-stakes, state mandated, standardized tests are currently the widely accepted 

measure of student achievement and school accountability across the U.S. The pressures 

public schools face with state and federal accountability and the pressures students and 

parents face with rising academic standards all point toward finding the best tools to 

assist students in meeting these goals. The more all of the stakeholders know about 

student achievement, the better able we are in reaching these demands. The variables 

selected for this study include a time frame during the implementation of high-stakes, 

state mandated, standardized testing. Adding a tool with predictive validity would assist 

the educators and parents with helping our students prepare for the FCAT. 

The second chapter of this study focuses on research regarding the national 

mandates on school accountability and the impact of these laws on the public school 

systems across the nation. Chapter 2 looks at reports from Texas, California, and Illinois 

and the attempts being made to determine which variables are influencing their various 

state assessments. Chapter 2 also focuses on the state of Florida program of 

accountability, the FCAT, and the state of Florida Partnership with the College Board. 

Additionally, Chapter 2 acknowledges the research and data collection completed by the 

School Board of Broward County, Florida, Office of Research and Evaluation. The third 

chapter will focus on the methodology used to evaluate each contextual variable and its 

influence on the state-mandated testing program. The fourth chapter will outline the 

results of each statistical analysis to be completed, and the resulting findings, and the 

final chapter will summarize the study, state conclusions and make recommendations 

regarding the state-mandated testing program. 
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Statement of the Problem 

Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

The problem of the study was to determine if the College Board's national PSAT 

verbal and math scores can be used as predictors for passing the Florida state mandated 

FCAT reading and math subtests. Data analysis determines the PSAT scores can be used 

as predictors for FCAT success. Linkages between the two tests could be utilized by 

teachers, administrators, and district staff to identify student achievement gaps prior to 

the administration ofFCAT; therefore, influencing curriculum, scheduling, staff 

development, teaching pedagogy and student preparation for meeting the state graduation 

requirement. The purpose of this study is to provide information not currently available 

for categorically determining student scores and achievement levels on the state 

mandated Florida Comprehensive Test (FCAT) and to determine ifPSAT/NMSQT® 

scores can be used as predictors of student scores on the FCA T. 

National Significance 

This chapter reviews literature that reflects research on K-12 school districts 

across the United States. The studies illustrate the quest for educators and scholars to find 

demographic and/or contextual variables that may be used as predictors of student 

achievement on high-stakes, standardized tests. The literature also contains review of the 

influence the political and business sectors of society have on educational reform 

decisions made by state and national governments. 
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Research does not credit one person or institution with coining the phrase 'high 

stakes testing. ' "The use of standardized tests is not new. What is new is the strategy of 

attaching 'high stakes ' to test scores," (Emery, 2002). Emery's research covers how the 

business world of the 1980s, specifically, the business roundtable, had an impact on public 

policy and "systemic reform" of education by advocating holding teachers "accountable" 

to teaching "high standards as defined by state content and performance standards" (p. 4 ). 

Emery argues that state business coalition lobbyists had persuaded state governments to 

consider legislation toward the standardization of public school student testing (p. 3). Her 

argument is of how the "corporate-engineered high-stakes testing has eliminated 

community participation in developing educational goals and policies" (p. 4). Emery' s 

research illustrates the depth of political involvement, corporate involvement, public 

policy, and social policy in education reform. 

The U.S. federal No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act of 2001 is forcing states into 

the competition to ensure that American children can better compete in the world market 

of commerce, trade, and technology, and to ensure that the children develop into critically 

thinking and productive adults. Former United States Secretary of Education, Rod Paige, 

wrote in his memorandum to editorial writers on March 11 , 2004, 

For the first time in history, every state has an approved accountability plan to 

ensure academic proficiency for every child. The success of schools is now being 

measured on the academic achievement of all students so that children who need 

help aren't hidden in averages. 
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States around the U.S. are making efforts to determine which demographic indicators of 

their student population and schools are predictors of student success on the various state 

assessments. 

Causey-Bush's 2001 research on school reform in California and Texas looks at 

eight schools in the two states in an attempt to compare predictors of student success 

(Causey-Bush, 2001). Her problem explores the elementary school student factors of age, 

attendance, English language learner status, and grade level while exploring the school 

factors of percent of first-year teachers, allotted math instructional time, socioeconomic 

status, school size, teacher-pupil ratio, and supplemental instructional materials for test 

preparation (Causey-Bush). Causey-Bush notes that California and Texas face a "severe 

and ever climbing shortage of qualified teachers" (p. 6). She notes research from the 

executive director of National Commission on Teaching and America's Future that, "the 

strongest predictor of student achievement is the percentage of well-qualified teachers in 

a school" (Causey-Bush; Ed Source, 1998). 

Jeffrey William Durbin's (2002) research on high-stakes testing covers the State 

of Illinois' amending of the 1995 Chicago School Reform Act of 1988. The ethnographic 

study "identified unintended effects of school reform and high-stakes testing policies for 

students, teachers, and administrators" (p. i). According to Durbin's research, the 

Chicago Reform Board implemented policies such as "reconstitution, or removal of 

administrators, staff and members of Local School Councils when a school does not 

improve" (p. 33). Durbin's research cites that the inequities in society, the "extreme 

poverty" schools faced, and the "segregated populations of minority students" (p. 35) 

were factors ignored in Chicago's school reform endeavors. Another indicator Durbin's 
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research points to is the high mobility rate of the Chicago students. Durbin defines high 

mobility as meaning that those student populations are not stable, nor are the lives of a 

large portion of the students that attend the schools. 

The U.S. Department of Education Strategic Plan 2002-2007 (2002) contains six 

goals with objectives and strategies for the 50 states to utilize in efforts to comply with 

No Child Left Behind Act of 2001. Through detailed objectives and strategies, the 

Strategic Plan 2002-2007 specifically holds states accountable for improving reading 

(Goal2.1), improving math and science student achievement (Goal2.2), as well as 

holding high schools accountable for student achievement (Goal2.3). 

In 2001 , only 11 states were in compliance with the 1965 Elementary and 

Secondary Education Act (ESEA), which withholds comprehensive regulations on Title I 

accountability, standards and assessments (Paige, 2004). In efforts to ensure state 

compliance with NCLB, the Bush administration "is serious about enforcing the law" 

(Paige). The Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) of 1965, and the 

Improving America' s School Act (IASA) of 1994, the basis of No Child Left Behind, 

provided deadlines for states to meet compliance with the law; however, there was 

virtually no enforcement of the law. With NCLB, the U.S. Department of Education has 

upheld the ESEA timeline, noting to Chief State School Officers that these deadlines 

have passed and "the Secretary of Education shall not grant any additional waivers or 

enter into any additional agreements to extend the deadlines that were established in 

1994" (Paige). 

The U.S . Department of Education' s Strategic Plan 2002-2007 includes specific 

objective and goals. Goal and Objective 2.3 of the plan, Improve the performance of all 
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high school students, provides two strategies for the State of Florida educators to take 

note of: 

1. Hold schools accountable for student achievement. The department will work 

with states to implement the high school accountability measures within No Child Left 

Behind to ensure that all high school students attain strong academic knowledge and 

skills and graduate from high school. The Department will partner with states to 

investigate ways to link high school graduation exams with postsecondary entrance 

requirements. 

2. Improve the rigor of the high school curriculum. The Department will 

encourage all students to take more challenging courses, such an Advanced Placement or 

International Baccalaureate, especially in mathematics and science. We will develop 

strategies to accelerate learning for students arriving at high school below grade level so 

that they meet academic standards upon graduation. The Department will commission a 

study of the rigor of high school exit exams. We will work to improve the academic 

content knowledge of high school teachers. 

High Stakes Testing and Gender 

In 2002, Richard M. O'Connor (2002) examined the Indiana state mandated 

accountability system with respect to the relationship between gender and student 

achievement. O'Connor's research was one part of a team of researchers' (Payne, 2002; 

Pryzblyski, 2002; Watkins, 2002) studies designed to examine the variables of ethnicity, 

gender, intelligence, and socio-economic status, and determine their influence on student 

achievement outcomes and whether or not schools were considering these variables when 

designing School Improvement Plans (SIP) (p. 6). 
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O'Connor's research defines student achievement as being the measured 

performance based on the Indiana Statewide testing for Educational Progress + (!STEP+) 

language arts and math scores (p. 8). 

O'Connor reviews relevant literature on gender-inequity in schools, including a 

review of literature from Goldstein's 1992 research that showed no bias on the SAT, but 

how this leads to criticisms and changes made in 1997 to the PSAT (pp. 20-21). 

O'Connor notes that in his research, he found three primary stands on opinion and 

research regarding gender issues and student achievement: 

1. Believers who see gender bias towards females as "a most serious factor 

affecting student achievement. Numerous studies and opinions papers document the 

intellectual atrocities committed against girls and women in their pursuit of education" 

(p. 62). 

2. Believers that refute the first assertion pointing out that it is boys "who are 

discriminated against by a system of education that grows consistently more rigid and 

dictatorial as time passes and external pressures for improvement increases" (p. 62). 

3. Believers and gender issue researchers who support a balance, for both boys 

and girls, "equitable approach that takes the aptitudes, learning styles and other 

preferences of both genders into account when determining appropriate pedagogical or 

methodological strategies" (pp. 62-63). 

O'Connor' s null hypotheses on the impact of gender on student achievement was 

rejected, and a commonly held theory that girls outscored boys on the language arts 

portions of the !STEP+ was proven true as well as the commonly held theory that boys 

would outscore girls on math (pp. 63-64 ). 
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High Stakes Testing and Socioeconomic Status 

In a 2002 study by Jerrod C. Savala (San Diego State University), the researcher 

asked three questions, one of which was what relationship occurs between standardized 

test scores, SES and curriculum? Four different schools were examined in this study, 

three of which fit into the California Department of Education's (CDE) definition of 

socio-economically disadvantaged. The CDE defines this subgroup as "pupils who either 

participate in the free lunch program or where neither parent has received a high school 

diploma" (p. 35). 

Savala's study (2002) was designed to examine two different variables, 

curriculum and SES, and their accompanying factors on student success on standardized 

tests, and was successful in finding that students' socioeconomic status impacted the way 

teachers in four different schools developed curriculum and impacted how the curriculum 

was delivered (pp. 40-42). 

The state of California uses the schools' Academic Performance Index (API) 

scores as the "centerpiece of the statewide accountability system" (Savala, p. 3). In 

Savala's 2002 study, the fours schools API scores showed there was significant 

difference, lower, in scores for the socio-economically disadvantaged students. Savala 

explains that, "depending on the number of students within this subgroup, the effects on a 

schools API results can be massive" (p. 35 ). 

Savala (2002) writes that when his research began, it was believed that socio

economic status would probably be the number one factor in a school's success on 

standardized testing. However, Savala's assumption was proven to be wrong because one 

of the four school in his study, School B, the school that had the lowest socio-economic 
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population of the four, "outscored School D in both their regular and disadvantaged 

students' results according to the SAT 9" (p. 39). Additionally, Savala' s research showed 

that School B also used "a more regimented approach to teaching, which is common in 

lower SES areas" (p. 39). 

Savala ' s study draws the conclusion that the effects of socio-economic status 

"plays on a student ' s success is much more encompassing than curriculum development 

and implementation" (p. 42). Savala's research also concludes that several areas of 

learning were impacted by the students' socio-economic status (2002): ''The curriculum 

that was developed for both of these schools differed based on the student population, not 

the teacher population. This was also true for how the curriculum was administered to the 

students" (p. 42). Savala points to the teachers ' beliefs about socio-economic status 

households and how those beliefs became a factor in the way they instructed students and 

how the curriculum was designed all impacting the various areas of students' learning 

(2002). "The feeling of working in a high SES area gave teachers in School A the 

confidence to use a more developed curriculum and a less structured teaching style. This 

is in contrast to the lower SES area schools ... and in their approach to educating their 

students" (p. 42). 

Savala' s research also draws the conclusions that the factors that surround the 

socio-economic status of a student "definitely have some impact on a student's 

education/success, but the extent of that impact can be narrowed by educating the student 

and not the situation" (pp. 42-43). 
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High Stakes Testing and Ethnicity/Race 

"At the same time that demographics are changing the face of American 

education, educators are feeling the pressure of accountability for student performance" 

(Ornelas, 2002, p. 2). Ornelas ' ethnographic study investigated the emotional and 

academic obstacles that Mexican immigrants, who immigrate at the secondary level, must 

endure in order to obtain a high school diploma. Ornelas cites that just as in Texas, 26 

states including Florida, require the passing of a state test to obtain a regular, standard 

high school diploma. In Florida and in Texas, regardless of how long a student has lived 

in the United States, a passing score on the state-mandated test is part of the graduation 

requirements (Florida Department of Education, 2002; Texas Education Agency, 2002). 

Research illustrates that school districts across the country are under pressure to 

close the achievement gap between white and minority students. Every region of the 

United States is impacted with its own unique immigrant populations influencing every 

aspect of public school education. Vern Louis Alexander's 2003 research concludes that 

although there is "a strong belief that high stakes has forced .. . to teach all students" (p. 

128) and although his research documents "a belief that high stakes exams have not 

negatively impacted minority and economically disadvantaged students to dropout of 

school" (p. 129), Alexander points out that his research data shows a negative impact on 

some minority and economically disadvantaged students. 

Lieberman and Morris (2002) cite reports which "consistently reveal significant 

mean differences by race". In research presented by Mary G. Lieberman and John D. 

Morris at the 2002 Conference of the American Educational Research in New Orleans 

Lieberman and Morris cite Sackett and Wilk (1994) indicating the following: 
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• Blacks tend to score approximately one standard deviation lower than 

Whites 

• Hispanics score approximately two thirds of a standard deviation lower 

than Whites 

• Asians typically score higher than Whites on measures of mathematical

quantitative ability, and lower than Whites on measure of verbal ability 

and comprehension 

Like Alexander' s 2003 research, Lieberman and Morris report a concern, 

supported by data, "these mean differences in test scores can translate into large adverse 

impact against protected groups when test scores are used in selection and credentialing 

decision making" (2002). As stated earlier, at the time of this research, twenty-six states 

require passing scores on high-stakes state tests in order to fulfill high school graduation 

requirements. Further study is needed regarding high-stakes testing and the impact on 

graduation completion rates. 

Extensive research covering decades and several perspectives on factors such as 

gender, race, and socio-economic status all of which impact student achievement can be 

found. The more recent pieces of research do not dispute but rather report a dignified 

acknowledgement of and support of previous conclusions that all of these variables, 

gender, race and socio-economic status, impact student achievement. What current 

research also appears to show is an acceptance of these facts, and an understanding of 

how to make recommendations for educators to include know ledge of the factors when 

designing, developing and reforming plans for school improvement. 
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State of Florida Studies 

The Florida Department of Education's Rule 6A- 1.09981 Implementation of 

Florida's System of School Improvement and Accountability gives guidance on 

adherence to the policy on accountability. The rule states "Accountability for student 

learning is the focus of Florida' s system of school improvement. Results from the 

statewide assessment program required by Section 229.57, Florida Statutes, shall form 

the basis of Florida' s system of school improvement and accountability." In 1996, state 

educators and stakeholders defined the Florida Sunshine State Standards, identified as 

seven content areas in which students should attain knowledge and skills: language arts, 

mathematics, science, social studies, health and physical education, foreign language, and 

the arts (Lessons Learned FCAT, Sunshine State Standards and Instructional Implications 

Data through 2000, State of Florida Department of State, 2002). The historical 

background provided by Lessons Learned FCAT, 2002, acknowledges that the 

development of the Sunshine State Standards (SSS) provided "a clear set of standards 

upon which to build an equitable system of student assessment and school accountability" 

(p. 2). By 1997, the Florida Educational Reform and Accountability Commission had 

developed a comprehensive assessment design that led to the Florida Comprehensive 

Assessment Test, and by 1998, a field test had been conducted and the first results for 

students and schools had been reported (p. 2). 

The U.S. Department of Education Strategic Plan 2002-2007, Goal and Objective 

2.3, specifically addresses improving the rigor of high school curriculum and specifically 

cites as an example of challenging course work, the Advanced Placement courses. The 

Advanced Placement Program is part of the College Board. The College Board is a non-
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profit membership organization founded in 1900. Its primary focus, since its inception, is 

to assist students in making a successful transition from high school to higher education. 

The College Board is recognized by one of its primary products, the SAT ®Program 

(Scholastic Assessment Test). The history of the College Board cites the SAT as a 

"revolutionary development of common entrance examinations." In the early 1900s a 

group of colleges formed the College Entrance Examination Board which strived to 

simplify students' application process for colleges. Today, the College Board reports that 

the SAT® Program also holds a "democratizing benefit: individuals could provide 

evidence of their credentials without regard to their family backgrounds and despite 

inconsistent grading systems and curriculum standards throughout the nation's high 

schools" (College Board, 2004a). 

Bob DiYanni, current Director of International Services AP Program, provides 

a brief history of the Advanced Placement Program (2004). He writes that in 1951, a 

discussion by faculty members at Kenyon College led to the formation of the Committee 

on Admissions with Advanced Standing. DiYanni's article further points out that this 

committee was financed with a grant from the Fund for the Advancement of Education. 

DiYanni's article documents that the committee's name was later changed to the Central 

Committee of the School and College Study. Today, the Advanced Placement (AP) 

Program includes an annual two-week period in the month of May in which high school 

students across the country take the AP Exams in the various content areas. Colleges and 

Universities grant college-credit to students who demonstrate a determined level of 

competency through the AP Exam scores. DiYanni (2004 )cites in his article that "what 

made it possible for colleges to provide credit for students who had taken advanced 
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courses in high school was an examination calibrated to the standard of the first-year 

university course"(p. 2). 

The public school students in Florida are afforded a partnership with the College 

Board. Since the state of Florida implemented a formal partnership with the College 

Board in 2001, Broward County has led an initiative to increase high school student 

participation in challenging and rigorous courses. The Florida Department of Education 

pays for the cost of the PSAT as opposed to the students or the individual school 

principals paying for the PSAT. The partnership between the state of Florida and the 

College Board cite these goals: 

1. Raise student achievement in middle schools through high schools 

2. Improve college readiness by reaching out to the middle schools to start early 

college preparation, improve academic skills, and familiarize students with college 

admissions tests such as the PSATINMSQT® and the SAT® 

3. Build rigorous academic curriculum, including more access for all students to 

AP classes and other challenging courses 

4. Provide training in concept knowledge and instructional skills to teachers and 

administrators, so that overall quality of education is improved 

5. Encourage parental involvement to help inspire more students to challenge 

themselves academically, and prepare for college and careers 

6. Measure and evaluate the results, encouraging feedback and dialogue among 

educators to continue improving the quality of education for all students in schools in 

Florida. 
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The Florida Partnership also provides for the 1Oth graders to take the PSAT at no 

cost to the student during school hours. As an established national assessment, the PSAT 

provides educators with district and school summary reports, as well as individual student 

score reports (2004c). The College Board provides educators with an online program to 

assist high schools in targeting students for Advanced Placement courses based on their 

PSAT verbal and math scores. A correlation between the PSAT scores and the various 

Advanced Placement courses was established by the College Board (College Board, 

2001). Because the PSAT is paid for the lOth graders in Broward County through the 

Florida Partnership, potential barriers stemming from contextual variables are removed. 

Adding to that removal of barriers is the district directive for schools to choose the 

weekday administration of the PSAT as opposed to the Saturday administration. The 

weekday administration allows for the students to have the regular means of transportation 

to the school on that testing day. With a trademark slogan of access and equity, the 

College Board's Florida Partnership progressively supports the education of Florida's 

diverse student population (2004c). 

In this study, sub-tests within the FCAT are identified as FCAT reading, and 

FCAT math. Each sub-test encompasses specific skills and performance tasks. For each 

FCAT sub-test, the state of Florida has defined categories by grade-level range. A strand 

is a category of knowledge (FDOE, 2004b). The two strands assessed on the FCAT 

reading test are Reading and Literature. A reading standard is a general statement of 

expected student achievement within a strand. Benchmarks are defined as specific 

statements of expected student achievement under the standards. For instance, the 
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specific benchmarks for FCAT reading are: comparison and cause/effect, main idea, plot, 

and purpose, reference and research, and words and phrases in context. 

The following table illustrates the FCAT benchmarks, specific statements of 

student achievement, in each standard, reading and math. When students receive their 

PSAT score report, the report is disaggregated into these separate categories of 

knowledge. For the FCAT, schools and districts receive a disaggregated summary of the 

standards and benchmarks. 
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Table 2 

Areas of Knowledge for FCAT and PSAT 

The FCAT Reading & Literature Skills 

• Comparison Cause and Effect: 
• Recognizes the Use of comparison and 

contrast in a text. 
• Recognizes cause and effect in relationships 

in literary texts. 
• Main Idea, Plot, and Purpose: 
• Determines the main idea and identifies 

relevant details, methods of development, 
and their effectiveness in a variety of types 
of written material. 

• Determines author' s purpose and point of 
view and their effects on the text. 

• Analyzes the effectiveness of complex 
elements of plot such as setting, major 
events, problems, conflicts and resolutions. 

• Reference and Research: 
• Locates, gathers, analyzes, and evaluates 

written information for a variety of 
purposes, including research projects, real
world tasks, and self-improvement. 

• Analyzes the validity and reliability of 
primary source information and uses the 
information appropriately. 

• Synthesizes information from multiple 
sources to draw conclusions. 

• Words and Phrases in Context: 
• Selects and uses strategies to understand 

words and text, and to make and confirm 
inferences from what is read, including 
interpreting diagrams, graph, and statistical 
illustrations. 

The PSA T Verbal Skills 
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• Understanding main idea in reading passages 
• Understanding tone 
• Comparing and contrasting ideas presented in 

two passages 
• Understanding the use of examples (supporting 

ideas) 
• Recognizing the purpose of various writing 

strategies 
• Making inferences 
• Determining an author's purpose or perspective 
• Making connections between information in 

different parts of a passage 
• Distinguishing conflicting viewpoints 
• Resisting superficial word repetition in a 

passage 
• Being thorough 
• Understanding difficult vocabulary 
• Understanding how negative words, suffixes 

and prefixes affect sentences 
• Understanding complex sentences 
• Recognizing connections between ideas in a 

sentence 
• Recognizing words that signal contrasting ideas 

in a sentence 
• Recognizing a definition when it is presented in 

a sentence 
• Understanding sentences that deal with abstract 

ideas 
• Understanding and using a word in an unusual 

context 
• Comprehending long sentences 
• Choosing a correct answer based on the 

meaning of the entire sentence 
• Understanding the exact relationship between 

words 
• Understanding negative relationships in 

analogies 
• Recognizing less common meanings of words 
• Recognizing a similar relationship in positive 

and negative contexts 
• Recognizing similar relationships in different 

fields of knowledge 
• Understanding analogies that deal with abstract 

ideas 

(table continues) 



Table 2 (continued) 

The FCAT Math Skills 

• Algebraic Thinking: • 
• Describes, analyzes and generalizes 

relationships, patterns and functions using • 
words, symbols, variables, tables & graphs. • 

• Determines the effects of parameter changes on • 
functions . 

• Uses systems of equations and inequalities to • 
solve real world problems graphically, 
algebraically, and with matrices. • 

• Data Analysis and Probability: • 
• Interprets data that has been collected, • 

organized, and displayed in charts, tables, plots. • 
• Calculates measures of central tendency (mean, 

median, mode) for complex sets of data and • 
determines the most meaningful measure to • 
describe the data. • 

• Determines probabilities using counting 
procedures, tables, tree diagrams, and formulas • 
for permutations and combinations. • 

• Designs and performs real-world statistical • 
experiments that involve more than one • 
variable, then analyzes results and reports 
findings. 

• Geometry and Spatial Sense: 
• Uses properties and relationships of geometric 

shapes to construct formal and informal proofs. 
• Understands geometric concepts such as 

perpendicularity, parallelism, tangency, 
congruency, similarity, reflections, and 
transformation including flips, slides, turns, 
enlargements, and fractals . 

• Analyzes and applies geometric relationships 
involving planar cross-sections (the intersection 
of a plane and a three-dimensional figure) and 
right triangle trigonometry. 

• Using a rectangular coordinate system (graph) 
applies and algebraically verifies properties of 
two- and three-dimensional figures (including 
distance, midpoint, slope, parallelism, and 
perpendicularity). 

• Measurement: Uses concrete and graphic 
models to derive formulas for finding perimeter, 
area, surface area, circumference, and volume 
of two- and three-dimensional shapes. 
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The PSAT Math Skills 

Using basic concepts and operations in arithmetic 
problem solving 
Understanding geometry and coordinate geometry 
Understanding number properties and relationships 
Dealing with probability, basic statistics charts and 
graphs 
Creating figures or algebraic equations to help solve 
problems 
Applying rules in algebra and geometry 
Making connections among mathematical topics 
Considering different cases to solve problems 
Organizing and managing information to solve multi
step problems 
Recognizing patterns and equivalent forms 
Using logical reasoning 
Searching for a solution by trying a variety of 
strategies 
Solving problems that appear unfamiliar 
Recognizing logical key words 
Using answer choices to help solve the problem 
Deciding when a problem doesn't provide enough 
information to determine a single solution 



School Board Studies 

The School Board of Broward County (SBBC), Florida, Office of Research and 

Evaluation has completed studies and investigations on the SBBC student test scores in 

both the FCAT and the PSAT. Several significant findings on student participation rates 

for the PSAT are available as well as research on the correlations between the FCAT and 

the PSAT and the predictive utility of the PSAT for college preparedness and Advanced 

Placement Programs in Broward County public schools (SBBC, 2003). These results 

suggest that the PSAT and the FCAT "were each found to be predictive of ... SAT and 

AP examination scores," (p. 1) but there was a statistical difference illustrating that "the 

PSAT might provide a better prediction about likely performance on the SAT 

examination than the FCAT." This research completed by the SBBC provided the school 

district with significant data on "the characteristics of students who took the PSA T and 

those who did not" (SBBC, p. 21). The findings were significant in the district's decision 

to have all of the high schools in the district administer the PSAT during the school week 

as opposed to the Saturday test administration. 

The SBBC demonstrates a commitment to provide students with increasing 

educational opportunities for college preparedness through its continuous research on 

student participation in the PSAT. Data illustrated in the SBBC Office of Research and 

Evaluation May 2001 brief outline comparisons between SBBC students and students 

across the U.S., a trend analysis of the SBBC student PSAT scores from 1999 to 2001 , 

and an analysis of SBBC participation rates (SBBC, 2001). Additionally, The School 

Board of Broward County, Florida, Office of Research and Evaluation makes these 

analyses available to key SBBC personnel, and all stakeholders, with recommendations 
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for continuous improvement and in efforts to increase student achievement toward 

college preparedness. 

In a similar study, Lieberman and Morris (2002) assess predictive models for 

FCAT scores from low-stakes tests in Palm Beach County Florida. The researchers report 

predicative classifications as high, 71 percent to 94 percent. The scores from low-stakes 

tests used in elementary and middle school students, as well as some high school lOth 

grader scores on low-stakes tests, were used in their study. Lieberman and Morris's study 

demonstrates well-documented research on variables that have historically impacted 

scores on standardized tests as well as research that demonstrates the controversies from 

how "mean differences in test scores can translate into large adverse impact against 

protected groups when test scores are used in selection and credentialing decision 

making" (p. 4). The Lieberman and Morris study will prove valuable as a statistical 

framework for this research in predicting or "profiling the student at-risk of failing to 

achieve the minimum cut score the state has deemed acceptable" (p. 7). 

Chapter Summary 

The No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 has renewed the accountability measures 

for public schools across the U.S. to demonstrate how each state will meet the demands 

of the law in effectively educating every student who attends a public school. The state of 

Florida has established its program of assessing student achievement and school 

accountability through the mandated testing program, the Florida Comprehensive 

Assessment Test (FCAT). The School Board ofBroward County, Florida, capitalizes on 

the Florida Partnership with the College Board. The SBBC Office of Research and 
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Evaluation provides continuous studies on SBBC students' PSAT and FCAT scores in 

efforts to provide opportunities for college preparedness. 

Earlier studies have established the correlations of well-developed standardized 

tests in Florida and across the country. As states continue to comply with the No Child 

Left Behind Act of 2001, accountability measures for student achievement continue to 

rise. The more data models for predicting success or failure on high-stakes tests are 

studied, the better prepared educators, students and parents will be in obtaining optimum 

levels of academic achievement. 
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Chapter 3 

Methodology 

The purpose of this study is to determine ifPSAT/NMSQT® scores can be used as 

predictors of student scores on the FCAT. The study examines Broward County, Florida 

lOth grade scores from the October 2003 administration of the PSAT/NMSQT® and 

results from the Broward County, Florida lOth grade March 2004 FCAT. 

The problem of the study was to determine if the College Board's national PSAT 

verbal and math scores can be used as predictors for passing the Florida state-mandated 

FCAT reading and math subtests. Analysis determined that the PSAT scores can be used 

as predictors for FCAT success and failure. Linkages between the two tests could be 

utilized by teachers, administrators, and district staff to identify student achievement gaps 

prior to the administration of FCAT; therefore, influencing curriculum, scheduling, staff 

development, and teaching pedagogy in student preparation of the state assessment and 

graduation requirement. Furthermore, the impact of the study can assist Florida school 

districts in their endeavors to comply with the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 and the 

U.S Department of Education' s Strategic Plan 2002-2007. 
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Conceptual Framework 

The purpose of this study was to determine if the categories of knowledge on the 

PSAT, Preliminary Scholastic Assessment Test, could be identifiable as predictors of 

student success on the state-mandated FCAT, Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test. 

The conceptual framework used to guide this study assumed that categories of 

knowledge on the FCAT, reading and math share a relationship to the categories of 

knowledge on the PSAT, verbal and math; furthermore, this relationship is influenced by 

the contextual variables, gender, race/ethnicity, and socioeconomic status. These 

variables are defined in Table 2 in Chapter 2. 

PSAT 
Verbal 
Math 

Figure 1. Conceptual framework. 

Research Design 

Contextual Variables 
Gender 
Race/Ethnicity 
Socioeconomic Status 

FCAT 
Reading 

• Math 

The study utilized a quantitative non-experimental design. The overall design of 

the quantitative study included relationships among the variables to test the research 

questions. The statistical analysis procedures are displayed in Figure 2. Correlation 

studies in previous research have already confirmed that there is a relationship between 
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PSAT and FCAT scores. Discriminant analysis was utilized between independent 

contextual variables and PSAT and FCAT student scores. Discriminant analyses were 

also completed for research questions 1 through 3. Z Class tests of significance were used 

to compare contextual variables and PSAT scores to determine accuracy in predicting 

student FCAT scores. 

PSAT 
Verbal 

PSAT 

Math 

Ho6 

Figure 2. Research design. 

Hol 

Race/Ethnicity 

Gender 

Socioeconomic 
Status 

Contextual 

Variables 

Ho5 
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Research Questions 

The study is guided by the following questions: 

1. To what degree can scores on the PSAT Verbal predict passing the FCAT 
Reading? 

Hol The PSAT Verbal score does not predict beyond chance expectations passing the 
FCA T reading. 

Ho2 Student gender does not influence the ability of the PSAT to predict passing the 
FCA T reading subtest. 

H03 Student race does not influence the ability of the PSAT to predict passing the 
FCA T reading. 

Ho4 Student socioeconomic status does not influence the ability of the PSAT to predict 
passing the FCAT reading. 

2. To what degree can scores on the PSAT Math predict passing the FCAT 
Math? 

H05 The PSAT Math score does not predict beyond chance expectations passing the 
FCAT math. 

Ho6 Student gender does not influence the ability of the PSA T to predict passing the 
FCAT math. 

Ho 7 Student race does not influence the ability of the PSAT to predict passing the 
FCAT math. 

H08 Student socioeconomic status does not influence the ability of the PSA T to predict 
passing the FCA T math. 
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Table 3 

Definition and Measurement of Variables 

Variable 

Gender 

Ethnicity/Race 

Socioeconomic Status 
(SES) 

PSAT 
Verbal 

PSAT 
Math 

FCAT 
Reading 

FCAT 
Math 

Definition 

Category formerly referred to as 
Sex and as defined by the state of 
Florida as Male or Female 

Ethnic/Race categories as defined 
by the state of Florida. They are: 
White, Black, Hispanic, Asian, 
Indian and Multiracial 

Students receiving free or reduced 
priced meals. Eligibility is 
determined by a federal formula , 
including the household income 
and the number of people living in 
that household. 

The College Board' s Preliminary 
Scholastic Achievement Test sub
test 

The College Board' s Preliminary 
Scholastic Achievement Test sub
test 

The Florida Comprehensive 
Assessment Test, reading sub-test 

The Florida Comprehensive 
Assessment Test, math sub-test 
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Measurement 

The number of students in each 
gender category tested. Nominal 
assignment for this study was 
Female (1) and Male(2). 

The number of students in each 
ethnic category tested. Nominal 
assignment for this study was 
White (1), Black (2), Hispanic 
(3), Other (4). 
The number of students tested 
receiving and not receiving 
free/reduced meals (FRL). 
Nominal assignment for this 
study was Receiving FRL (1), 
Not Receiving FRL (2). 

Total number of the School 
Board of Broward County lOth 
graders who took the October 
2003 PSAT Verbal sub-test 

Total number of the School 
Board of Broward County lOth 
graders who took the October 
2003 PSAT Math sub-test 

Total number of the School 
Board of Broward County lOth 
graders who took the March 
2004 FCAT Reading sub-test 

Total number of the School 
Board of Broward County 1Oth 
graders who took the March 
2004 FCAT Math sub-test 

(table continues) 



Table 3 (continued) 

Definition and Measurement of Variables 

Variable 

FCAT 
Scale Scores 

FCAT Achievement 
Levels for lOth grade 
2004 

FCAT 
Pass/Fail 

Variables 

Definition 

The raw sores of each sub-test, 
reading and math 

The categories of the FCAT scores 
that group ranges of scale scores; 
there are five achievement levels -
Level 1 being the lowest and 
Level 5 being the highest 
achievement level 

For the 2004 FCAT, a passing 
scale score of 300 or higher was 
needed in each sub-test to meet 
graduation requirements. Students 
who scored from 100 - 299 were 
considered as having failed the 
FCAT. 

Measurement 

The scale scores range from 100 
to 500 in each sub-test, math 
and reading; a minimum scale 
score of 300 in each sub-test is 
considered passing; a minimum 
scale score of 300 in each sub
test, reading and math on the 
lOth grade FCA T is considered 
as having met the graduation 
requirement 

Reading Math 

Level 
Scale Scale 
Score Score 

1 100-286 100-286 
2 287-326 287-314 
3 327-354 315-339 
4 355-371 340-374 
5 372-500 375-500 

For this study, the nominal 
assignment for student scores 
that met or exceeded the 300 
scale score was one (1). For 
students scale scores of 299 and 
below, the nominal value was 
zero (0) 

Table 3 describes the variables used in the study, how they are defined and 

measured. 

Dependent Variables- the change in the sub-tests of each assessment. The PSAT 

variables are the PSA T Verbal scores and the PSA T Math scores. The FCAT variables 

are the FCAT Reading scores and the FCA T Math scores. 
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Contextual Variables - gender, ethnicity/race, socioeconomic status. The 

variables for gender, ethnicity/race, and socioeconomic status will be collected for the 

School Board of Broward County lOth graders who participated in the October 2003 

PSAT and the March 2004 FCAT administrations. 

Population 

The population of this study will be within the public high schools in Broward 

County Florida. The population will be the lOth graders from 27 public high schools, 2 

magnet high schools located within technical centers, 2 charter schools, and 1 

virtual/online high school. The Florida Department of Education reports the following 

disaggregated data for the number of lOth grade students who participated in the March 

2004 lOth Grade FCAT reading and math tests (Table 4) (2004a). 

Table 4 

Number of lOth Grade Students Tested March 2004 FCAT 

Number of Students Tested 

FCAT Reading 

FCATMath 

State of Florida 

166,955 

166,227 

Broward County 

16, 448 

16, 425 

The College Board PSAT/NMSQT® 2003 State Summary Reports indicate that 

127, 979 lOth graders in the state of Florida participated in the 2003 PSAT (2004a). Of 

that state total, the scores of the Broward County public high school students who 

participated in that same test administration will be collected. The online resources from 
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the College Board does not report county or school district data. These data will be 

gathered with permission from The School Board of Broward County, Florida. 

Data Collection 

The data were collected from the District's student information system, TERMS. 

Total Educational Resource Management Systems (TERMS) is the program used for 

collecting and maintaining student data. The computer system gathers information 

through TERMS and transfers data to the state of Florida for data collection and analysis. 

The data consist of individual student test and sub-test scores, grade level, the year the 

tests were taken, and the student demographic information. Data were gathered by 

individual student identifiers under their high school enrollment. All identifying 

information was then removed from the data collection for analysis. The data were 

downloaded through a secondary software package BRIO and transferred into an Excel 

spreadsheet. Calculations were performed to determine the percentage based on the ratio 

of students in each category (contextual variables) to the total number of lOth graders 

tested in both assessments. 

For this study, 11,630 records were collected and analyzed. The samples included 

test scores of Broward County Public School lOth graders who participated in the 

October 2003 administration of the PSAT and the March 2004 administration of the 

FCAT. Data were missing; however, each analysis included only those subjects for whom 

there were complete data for the variables under study. The data set does not include 429 

ungrouped students in the reading analyses. The ungrouped cases illustrate students who 

did not take both the PSA T Verbal and the FCAT Reading sub- tests. This data set does 
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not include 424 ungrouped students in the math analyses. These ungrouped cases 

illustrate students who did not take both the PSAT Math and the FCAT Math sub-tests. 

Data Analysis 

The purpose of this study was to determine if the PSAT scores can be used as 

predictors of student scores on the FCAT. Many different methods of statistical analysis 

of the data were considered including correlation studies, interaction effect questions, 

multiple regression analysis, and discriminant analysis. Discriminant analysis was used 

along with tests of significance through Z Class analysis. In a similar study completed by 

Lieberman and Morris (2002), the discriminant analysis method used was expected to 

yield "the percentage of hits and misses to be expected in using each ... test score to 

predict the respective FCAT Level"(p. 2). 

For the purposes of this study, hypotheses will be rejected if more than 75 percent 

of the grouped cases are correctly classified by the discriminant analysis function. The 75 

percent criterion identifies grouped cases which fall within the upper quartile of the hits. 

This acceptable range mirrors the identifiable percent of the FCA T scores within the 

lowest quartile. 

Chapter Summary 

The data that were used for this quantitative study were data reported to the state 

of Florida for accountability and educational purposes. The study determined predictive 

reliability between each contextual variable and each dependent variable. Analysis 

determined predictive, categorical, reliability between the two dependent variables. 
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Chapter 4 

Results 

The results of the statistical analysis are first reported as general findings to 

provide an overview. The PSAT variables are the Verbal sub-test score and the Math sub-

test score. The FCAT variables are the Reading sub-test score and the Math sub-test 

score. The grouping variables include, gender, race and socioeconomic status. The gender 

sub-groups were male and female; the race sub-groups were White, Black, Hispanic, and 

Other, which was a combination of Asian, Native American and Multiracial. The 

socioeconomic variable consisted of students eligible and not eligible for free/reduced 

priced meals. The next sections of the chapter summarize the findings for each null 

hypothesis. Various descriptive statistical analyses were used including discriminate 

analysis and Z class tests of significance (Huberty, 1975). 

Statement of the Problem 

The purpose of this study is to determine if the PSAT, Preliminary Scholastic 

Assessment Test, could be identifiable as a predictor of student success on the state-

mandated FCAT, Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test. 

Null Hypotheses 

The following null hypotheses were tested: 

Ho1 The PSAT Verbal score does not predict beyond chance expectations 
passing the FCA T Reading. 

Ho2 Student gender does not influence the ability of the PSAT to predict 
passing the FCAT reading. 
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Ho3 Student race does not influence the ability of the PSAT to predict passing 
the FCA T reading. 

Ho4 Student socioeconomic status does not influence the ability of the PSAT to 
predict passing the FCA T reading. 

Ho5 The PSAT Math score does not predict beyond chance expectations 
passing the FCAT Math. 

Ho6 Student gender does not influence the ability of the PSAT to predict 
passing the FCAT math. 

Ho7 Student race does not influence the ability of the PSAT to predict passing 
the FCA T math. 

Ho8 Student socioeconomic status does not influence the ability of the PSAT to 
predict passing the FCA T math. 

Descriptive Information 

For this study, 11,630 samples were collected and analyzed. The samples included 

test scores of Broward County Public School 1Oth graders who participated in the 

October 2003 administration of the PSAT and the March 2004 administration of the 

FCAT. Tables 5, 6, and 7 are summary charts of the demographics of the student data 

utilized in this research. 
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Table 5 

Frequency for Race Variables 

Race Frequency 

White 5,074 

Black 3,308 

Hispanic 2,571 

Other 677 

Total 11,630 

Table 6 

Frequency for Gender Variables 

Gender 

Female 

Male 

Total 

Table 7 

Frequency 

6,226 

5,404 

11,630 

Percent Total 

43.60 

28.40 

22.10 

5.80 

100.00 

Percent Total 

53.50 

46.50 

100.00 

Cumulative Percent 

43.60 

72.10 

94.20 

100.00 

Cumulative Percent 

53.50 

100.00 

Frequency for Socioeconomic Status Variables- Free/Reduced Priced Meals 

Free/Reduced 
Meals 

Yes 

No 

Total 

Frequency 

2,501 

9,129 

11,630 

Percent Total 

43 

21.50 

78.50 

100.00 

Cumulative Percent 

21.50 

100.00 



PSAT Score Means 

For the October 2003 PSAT the test score range was from 20 to 80 in each of the 

two subtests, Verbal and Math, as determined by the College Board (College Board 

Service Center, 2007). For the PSAT/NMSQT, test answers are scored as follows: correct 

answers, regardless of question difficultly level, 1 point; unanswered questions, 0 points; 

incorrect answers to student-produced response questions, 0 points; incorrect answers to 

multiple-choice questions, minus 114 point. Points are totaled and then converted to 

scores on a scale of 20-80 (College Board Service Center). 

Table 8 

PSAT Verbal Meanfor lOth Grade Students Who Passed FCAT Reading 

Group Mean Score PSAT Reading Std. Dev. 

PSAT Verbal 43.67 8.34 

FRL-No 44.29 8.31 

FRL- Yes 40.33 7.66 

Male 43.89 8.70 

Female 43.49 8.03 

White 45.40 8.42 

Black 40.34 7.35 

Hispanic 42.70 7.94 

Other 44.05 8.20 
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Table 9 

PSAT Verbal Mean for lOth Grade Students Who Failed FCAT Reading 

Group Mean Score PSAT Verbal Std. Dev. 

PSAT Verbal 32.43 6.28 

FRL-No 33.07 6.25 

FRL- Yes 31.12 6.13 

Male 32.54 6.47 

Female 32.33 6.09 

White 34.16 6.29 

Black 31.33 6.07 

Hispanic 32.10 6.12 

Other 33.21 6.50 

PSAT Score Means 

For the October 2003 PSA T the test score range was from 20 to 80 in each of the 

two subtests, Verbal and Math, as determined by the College Board (College Board 

Service Center, 2007). For the PSAT/NMSQT, test answers are scored as follows: correct 

answers, regardless of question difficultly level, 1 point; unanswered questions, 0 points; 

incorrect answers to student-produced response questions, 0 points; incorrect answers to 

multiple-choice questions, minus 1/4 point. Points are totaled and then converted to 

scores on a scale of 20-80 (College Board Service Center). 
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Table 10 

PSAT Math Mean for lOth Grade Students Who Passed FCAT Math 

Variable Mean Score PSA T Math Std. Dev. 

PSAT Math 43.50 9.44 

FRL-No 44.32 9.52 

FRL- Yes 40.10 8.28 

Male 44.40 9.87 

Female 42.69 8.96 

White 45.67 9.59 

Black 39.79 7.88 

Hispanic 42.15 8.97 

Other 46.19 10.02 

Table 11 

PSAT Math Mean for lOth Grade Students Who Failed FCAT Math 

Variable Mean Score PSAT Math Std. Dev. 

PSAT Math 30.58 5.86 

FRL-No 30.88 5.87 

FRL- Yes 30.05 5.80 

Male 30.63 6.11 

Female 30.55 5.70 

White 31.48 6.08 

Black 30.19 5.74 

Hispanic 30.75 5.95 

Other 30.06 4.70 
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Null Hypothesis for Reading 

Hypotheses 1, 2, 3 and 4 address the reading analyses. Hypothesis 1 tested the 

independent variables of the PSAT Verbal and the FCAT Reading student test scores. 

The contextual variables were used to separately consider the predictive relationship 

between the PSA T and the FCA T student scores. 

Table 12 summarizes the results from the discriminant analyses for the PSAT 

Verbal and FCAT Reading test scores. For the March 2004 FCAT Reading test, a scale 

score of 300 or better was identified by the state of Florida as a passing score. A 

discriminant analysis was completed using the two independent variables: the PSAT 

Verbal score and the FCAT Reading score. Table 12 is the summary of the percentages of 

the total and the groups correctly classified for predicting FCAT Reading test scores. For 

the purposes of this study, hypotheses will be rejected if more than 75 percent of the 

grouped cases are correctly classified. The 75 percent threshold identifies grouped cases 

which fall within the upper quartile of the hits. This acceptable range mirrors the percent 

of the FCAT lowest quartile in reading, the target group for educators to tag students 

needing FCAT remediation. 
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Table 12 

Percent of Group Correctly Classified for Predicting FCAT Reading From PSAT Verbal 

for All Subjects and for Each Contextual Variable Group 

Group Percentage 

PSAT Reading All Subjects 75.90 

FRL-No 76.40 

FRL- Yes 74.70 

Male 75.40 

Female 78.70 

White 76.30 

Black 75.00 

Hispanic 77.50 

Other 74.40 

Null Hypothesis 1. Table 13 shows the passing and failing data for the total group 

sample based on the PSAT Verbal scores. 

Table 13 

Prediction for Passing/Failing FCAT Reading for All Subjects 

Using PSAT Verbal Scores 

Total Group 
PSAT Verbal 

Passed 

Failed 

# of Students 

5,250 

3,252 

# Predicted to Pass % Hits 

7,351 71.40 

3,850 84.50 
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A total of 11 ,201 students were found to have taken both the PSAT Verbal and 

the FCAT Reading. Based on the 11 ,630 total student data points the discriminant 

analysis made a prediction for 11,201 students to either pass or fail FCAT Reading based 

on their PSAT Verbal. The prediction of the 11 ,201 students does not include 429 

students who did not take the FCAT Reading sub-test, but did take the PSAT Verbal that 

was used as the predictor. The statistical analysis found that the PSAT Verbal is a better 

predictor for students to fail (84.50 percent) than students who passed (71.40 percent). 

The discriminant analyses found the 75.90 percent of the matched students were correctly 

classified within the predicted group of membership to pass or fail the FCAT Reading 

based on their PSAT Verbal scores. Table 12 reflects a rejection of the null hypothesis 

Hol. Based on the discriminant analysis results of 75.90 percent of correct prediction null 

hypothesis H01 is rejected. 

Null Hypothesis 2. Null hypothesis 2 (Ho2) is based on a discriminant analysis of 

predicting students passing the FCAT Reading sub-test utilizing PSAT Verbal scores and 

using gender as the predictor variables. 

Table 14 

Prediction for Passing/Failing FCAT Reading for Gender 

Using PSAT Verbal Scores 

Sub-Groups # of Students # Predicted to Pass % Hits 

Male Passed 2,362 3,329 71.00 

Male Failed 1,555 1,865 83.40 

Female Passed 3,123 4,022 77.60 

Female Failed 1,602 1,985 80.70 
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Table 14 reflects that the PSAT Verbal was a better predictor of FCAT Reading 

failures than for students passing FCAT Reading. The PSAT Verbal scores were best at 

predicting FCAT Reading failures for males at 83.40 which is 12.40 percent higher than 

the males to pass FCAT Reading. The data also illustrates the same for females failing 

FCA T Reading but not at a smaller gap of 3.1 percent. 

Table 12 reflects a rejection of the null hypothesis H02 because males were 

reported at 75.40 percent correctly classified and females were reported at 78.70 percent 

correctly classified, both greater at the 75 percent accepted threshold for this research. 

Null Hypothesis 3. Null hypothesis 3 (Ho3) is based on a discriminant analysis of 

predicting students passing the FCAT Reading sub-test based PSAT Verbal scores and 

using race as additional grouping variable. Table 15 below illustrates the results of the 

discriminant analyses utilizing PSAT Verbal, with race as a variable, as a predictor for 

student achievement on FCAT Reading. 
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Table 15 

Prediction for Passing/Failing FCAT Reading for Race 

Using PSAT Verbal Scores 

Sub-Groups # of Students # Predicted to Pass %Hits 

White Passed 2,830 3,797 74.50 

White Failed 910 1,102 82.60 

Black Passed 1,228 1,602 76.70 

Black Failed 1,162 1,583 73.40 

Hispanic Passed 1,084 1,466 73.90 

Hispanic Failed 823 994 82.80 

Other Passed 357 486 73.50 

Other Failed 132 171 77.20 

Table 15 shows that the PSAT Verbal scores were a better predictor for FCAT 

Reading failures than students passing the FCAT Reading. The data shows the Hispanic 

failures with the higher prediction rates for failing at 82.80 percent and Whites at 82.60 

percent for failing. For all of the race groups the model was a better predictor for failures 

except for Blacks. The PSAT Verbal scores for Blacks was a better predictor for passing 

than failing respectively at 76.70 percent to 73.40 percent. 

Table 12 reflects a rejection of the null hypothesis H03 for all races except Other, 

which is below the 75 percent threshold at 74.40 percent. 

Null Hypothesis 4. Null hypothesis 4 (Ho4) is based on a discriminant analysis of 

predicting students passing the FCAT Reading sub-test based on the PSA T Verbal scores 

and using socioeconomic status (SES) as additional variable. For the purpose of this 

study, SES was determined by families meeting the district and federal definitions of 
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eligibility for free or reduced priced school meals. The sub group FRL-No indicates data 

for students who do not receive free or reduced priced meals, and the sub-group FRL-Yes 

indicates data for students who do receive free or reduced priced meals. Table 16 below 

illustrates the results of the discriminant analyses utilizing PSAT Verbal and theSES as a 

grouping variable as a predictor for student achievement on FCAT Reading. 

Table 16 

Prediction for Passing/Failing FCAT Reading for Socioeconomic Status 

Using PSAT Verbal Scores 

Sub-Groups # of Students # Predicted to Pass %Hits 

FRL-No Passed 4,605 6,198 74.30 

FRL-No Failed 2,110 2,593 81.40 

FRL-Yes Passed 860 1,153 74.60 

FRL-Yes Failed 941 1,257 74.90 

Table 16 illustrates that the PSAT Verbal was better at predicting FCAT Reading 

failures for both SES sub-groups. The data for students not receiving free/reduced priced 

meals shows a higher prediction rate for failing at 81.40 percent. The prediction rate for 

passing or failing the FCAT reading is too close to note significance. The data for 

students receiving free/reduced meals and failing the FCAT reading is reflected at 74.90 

percent and for students receiving free/reduced priced meals and passing the FCAT 

reading, the prediction rate is 74.60 percent. 

Table 12 reflects an acceptance of the null hypothesis H04 for theSES sub-groups 

receiving free or reduced priced meals because it is below the 75 percent threshold for 
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this study at 74.70 percent. For the students not receiving free or reduced priced meals, 

the null hypothesis is rejected because at 76.40 percent, the sub-group is correctly 

classified for predicting FCAT Reading. 

Null Hypothesis f or Math 

Hypotheses 5, 6, 7 and 8 address the math analysis. Hypothesis 5 tested the 

independent variable of the PSA T Math and the FCAT Math student test scores. The 

contextual variables were used to separately consider the predictive relationship between 

the PSAT and the FCA T student scores. 

Table 17 summarizes the results from the discriminant analyses for the PSA T 

Math and FCA T Math test scores. For the March 2004 FCAT Math test, a scale score of 

300 or better was identified by the state of Florida as a passing score. Table 17 reflects 

the percentage of students test scores correctly classified to predict passing or failing the 

FCAT Math sub-test. 

A discriminant analysis was completed using the PSAT Math scores to predict the 

FCA T Math scores. Table 17 is a summary of the percentages of the total and the groups 

correctly classified through discriminate analysis for predicting FCAT Math test scores. 
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Table 17 

Percent of Group Correctly Classified/or Predicting FCAT Math From 

PSAT Math for All Subjects and for Each Contextual Variable Group 

Groups Percentage 

PSA T Math All Subjects 73.50 

FRL-No 75.70 

FRL- Yes 72.40 

Male 75.00 

Female 75.40 

White 76.10 

Black 75.70 

Hispanic 73.30 

Other 76.10 

Null Hypothesis 5. Table 18 shows the passing and failing data for the total 

group sample based on the PSAT Math scores. 

Table 18 

Prediction for Passing/Failing FCAT Math for All Subjects 

Using PSAT Math Scores 

Total Group 
PSAT Math 

Passed 

Failed 

# of Students 

6,867 

1,369 

# Predicted to Pass % Hits 

9,680 70.90 

1,526 89.70 

A total of 11,206 students were found to have taken both the PSAT Math and the 

FCAT Math. Based on the 11,630 total student data points, the discriminant analysis 
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made a prediction for 11 ,206 students to either pass or fail FCAT Math. The prediction of 

the 11,206 students does not include 424 students who did not take the FCAT Math sub

test, but did take the PSAT Math that was used as the predictor. The statistical analysis 

found that the PSAT Math is a better predictor for students to fail (89.70 percent) than it 

was for students who passed (70.90 percent). The discriminant analyses found that 73.50 

percent of the matched students were correctly classified within the predicted group of 

membership to pass or fail the FCAT Math based on their PSAT Math scores. Table 17 

reflects an acceptance of the null hypothesis H02 based on the predetermined threshold of 

75 percent. 

Null Hypothesis 6. Null hypothesis 6 (H06) is based on a discriminant analysis of 

predicting students passing the FCAT Math sub-test utilizing PSAT Math scores and 

using gender as the grouping variable. 

Table 19 

Prediction for Passing/Failing FCAT Math for Gender 

Using PSAT Math Scores 

Sub-Groups # of Students # Predicted to Pass %Hits 

Male Passed 3,366 4,597 73.20 

Male Failed 524 590 88.80 

Female Passed 3,732 5,083 73.40 

Female Failed 805 936 86.00 

Table 19 reflects that the PSAT Math and the gender group variable was a better 

predictor of FCA T Math failures than for students passing FCAT Math for both males 

and females . The PSAT Math scores were better at predicting FCAT Math failures for 
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males at 88.80 percent which is 15.60 percent higher than the males to pass FCAT Math. 

The data also illustrates the same for females failing FCAT Math but at 12.60 percent 

difference between failing and passing scores. 

Table 17 reflects a rejection of the null hypothesis H06 because males were 

reported at 75 percent correctly classified and females were reported at 75.40 percent 

correctly classified, both greater at the 75 percent accepted threshold for this research. 

Null Hypothesis 7. Null hypothesis 7 (Ho 7) is based on a discriminant analysis of 

predicting students passing the FCAT Math sub-test based PSAT Math scores and using 

race as additional variable. Table 20 shows the results of the discriminant analyses 

utilizing PSA T Math and the group variable race as a predictor for student achievement 

on FCA T Math. 

Table 20 

Prediction for Passing/Failing FCAT Math for Race 

Using PSAT Math Scores 

Sub-Groups #of Students # Predicted to Pass % Hits 

White Passed 3,449 4,592 75.10 

White Failed 285 315 90.50 

Black Passed 1,792 2,372 75 .50 

Black Failed 622 818 76.00 

Hispanic Passed 1,492 2,094 71.30 

Hispanic Failed 304 357 85.20 

Other Passed 466 622 74.90 

Other Failed 35 36 97.20 
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Table 20 shows that the PSAT Math scores and the race variable were a better 

predictor for FCA T Math failures than students passing the FCAT Math. The data show 

the race sub-group, Other, with the highest prediction rates for failing at 97.20 percent. 

Table 5 shows this sub-group with a membership of 677 students, 5.80 percent of the data 

set. The second highest prediction rate for failures was for the sub-group Whites: the data 

show 90.50 percent. For all of the race groups, the model was a better predictor for 

failures. The largest difference between passing and failure percentages is for the sub

group Other with a difference of 22.30 percent and the smallest difference between 

passing and failure prediction rates was with Blacks, with only a 0.50 percent difference. 

Table 17 reflects a rejection of the null hypothesis H0 7 for all races except for the 

Hispanics having a 73.3 percent rate of correctly classifying passing or failing the FCAT 

math based on race and the PSAT Math score. This research accepts the null hypothesis 

for the Hispanic sub-group. 

Null Hypothesis 8. Null hypothesis 8 (H08) is based on a discriminant analysis of 

predicting students passing the FCAT Math sub-test based on the PSAT Math scores and 

using socioeconomic status (SES) as the additional variable. For the purpose of this 

study, SES was determined by families meeting the district and federal definitions of 

eligibility for free or reduced priced school meals. The sub group FRL-No indicates data 

for students do not receive free or reduced priced meals; and the sub-group FRL-Yes 

indicates data for students who do receive free or reduced priced meals. Table 21 below 

illustrates the results of the discriminant analyses for SES utilizing PSAT Math as a 

predictor for student success on FCAT Math with SES as a variable. 
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Table 21 

Prediction for Passing/Failing FCAT Math for Socioeconomic Status 

Using PSAT Math Scores 

Sub-Groups # of Students # Predicted to Pass %Hits 

FRL-No Passed 5,784 7,812 74.00 

FRL-No Failed 871 978 89.10 

FRL-Yes Passed 1,294 1,868 69.30 

FRL-Yes Failed 454 548 82.80 

Table 21 illustrates that the PSAT Math was better at predicting FCAT Math 

failures for both SES sub-groups. The data for students not receiving free/reduced priced 

meals shows the highest prediction rate for failing at 89.10 percent. The data for students 

receiving free/reduced meals and failing the FCAT Math had an 82.80 percent rate and 

for students receiving free/reduced priced meals and passing the FCA T Math, the 

prediction rate is 69.30 percent, a difference of 13.50 percent. 

The analysis found the percent correctly classified for theSES sub-groups eligible 

to receive free or reduced priced meals below the 75 percent threshold, at 72.40 percent 

reflecting an acceptance of the null hypothesis H08. For the students not receiving free or 

reduced priced meals, the null hypotheses is rejected because the sub-group meets the 75 

percent threshold for this study correctly classified for predicting FCAT Math scores at 

75.70 percent. 
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Chapter Summary 

The data analysis for this study illustrates through discriminant analysis that the 

model was more accurate at predicting FCAT failures than it was for predicting FCA T 

success. More specifically, the model was more accurate at predicting FCAT Math 

failures than it was at predicting FCAT Reading failures. The three research questions 

were all answered and each null hypothesis was found to be either accepted or rejected 

through the analysis. The standard deviation values for reading and math reflect more 

homogeneous grouping of the data points for findings in both reading and math and a 

more diverse set for students passing the FCAT Reading and Math. The smaller standard 

deviations were found in Table 11 indicating students scored in a more homogeneous 

grouping pattern. Table 20 reflects a failure prediction rate over 90 percent for two of the 

race sub-groups, White and Other. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

Restatement of the Problem 

The problem of the study was to determine if the College Board's national PSAT 

verbal and math scores can be used as predictors for passing the Florida state mandated 

FCA Treading and math subtest scores. The study sought to answer the following 

questions. 

L To what degree can scores on the PSAT Verbal predict passing the FCAT 

Reading? 

2. To what degree can scores on the PSA T Math predict passing the FCA T 

Math? 

3. Do student demographics (gender, race, socioeconomics) moderate the ability 

of the PSAT in classifying students as passing the FCAT? 

Findings 

The major findings from this study are summarized in Table 22 for reading and 

Table 23 for math. Findings are derived from these data and are discussed in detail 

following the tables. Table 12, in the previous chapter, illustrates the percentages for all 

groups correctly classified for predicting the FCAT reading. Table 17, also in Chapter 4, 

illustrates the percentages for all groups correctly classified for predicting FCAT math. 

For this study, an accuracy of 75 percent and higher was determined to be an acceptable 

range for the percent of groups as having been correctly classified in using the PSAT 
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scores to predict the FCAT scores. The null hypotheses were accepted or rejected based 

on reaching or exceeding the 75th percentile for correctly classified predictions. This 

range was chosen as an acceptable threshold because it mirrors the percent of the FCAT 

lowest quartile as a measure for targeting students for FCAT preparation. 

Broward County is one of the five largest urban school districts in the United 

States. Results and recommendations may not be generalized to rural districts or other 

school districts with different demographics or with other states' high-stakes tests with 

different emphasis. 

Table 22 

Accuracy for PSAT Verbal Predicting Passing and Failing the 

FCAT Reading for All Groups 

Failed FCAT Reading Passed FCAT Reading 

Group Actual # Failed %Hits Actual # Passed %Hits 

All Subjects 3,252 84.50 5,250 71.40 

FRL-No 2,110 81.40 4,605 74.30 

FRL- Yes 941 74.90 860 74.60 

Male 1,555 83.40 2,362 71.00 

Female 1,602 80.70 3,123 77.60 

White 910 82.60 2,830 74.50 

Black 1,162 73.40 1,228 76.70 

Hispanic 823 82.80 1,084 73.90 

Other 132 77.20 357 73.50 
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Hypothesis 1: The PSAT Verbal score does not predict beyond chance 

expectations passing the FCAT Reading. The discriminant analysis found that for the 

total sample the PSAT Verbal scores can predict with 75.90 percent accuracy, FCAT 

reading failure or success. Based on this percentage, null hypothesis 1 (H0 1) is rejected. 

Table 22 illustrates that the model was better at predicting FCAT failures in reading than 

it was at predicting FCA Treading success with all groups except with Blacks. Further 

study may determine reasons for this difference among Blacks and the other groups. 
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Figure 3. Gender and passing and failing FCAT Reading hit rates. 

Hypothesis 2: Student gender does not influence the ability of the PSAT to predict 

passing the FCAT reading subtest. For this current study, females represent 53.50 percent 

of the sample. Figure 3 illustrates that the discriminant analyses found a substantial 

difference, 6.60 percent, in the accuracy of predicting passing FCAT reading from the 

PSA T within males and females sub-groups. In this instance, the moderation is contained 

in the difference in hit-rates between genders. 

Figure 3 also illustrates that the discriminant analyses found the hit rate for males 

and females failing the FCAT reading differed by 2.70 percent. With 75.40 percent 
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accuracy for males and 78.70 percent accuracy for females having been correctly 

classified for predicting the FCAT reading, the null hypothesis 2 (H02) is rejected. 
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Figure 4. Race/ethnicity and passed and failed FCAT Reading hit rates. 

Hypothesis 3: Student race does not influence the ability of the PSAT to predict 

passing the FCA T reading subtest. Figure 4 illustrates that the discriminant analyses 

found no substantial differences in the accuracies of predicting passing FCA T reading 

from the PSAT Verbal across the Races/Ethnicities. The largest difference in the 

accuracy of predicting passing the FCAT reading is 3.20 percent between the passing hit 

rate for Blacks, 76.70 percent, and the passing hit rate for Others, 73.50 percent. Figure 4 

also illustrates that the discriminant analyses found some instances of substantial 

difference in the accuracy of the failing hit rates within the racial/ethnic groups. The 

largest difference in the correctly classified predictions for FCAT reading is a 9.40 

percent difference between the failing hit rates of the Blacks (73.40 percent) and the 

failing hit rates for Hispanics (82.80 percent). The model predicted at 82.60 percent 

accuracy, the failing hit rates for Whites. 
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For three of the sub-groups within the Race/Ethnicity group, White, Black and 

Hispanics, the null hypothesis 3 (Ho3) is rejected because each of those sub-groups 

reached or exceeded the 75th percentile for having been correctly classified for predicting 

the FCAT reading success. For the sub-group Other, the percent for being correctly 

classified was 74.40 percent. Further study may be needed to determine why this sub-

group did not meet or exceed the 75.00 percent threshold for accuracy. 
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Figure 5. Socioeconomic status and passing and failing the FCAT Reading hit rates. 

Hypothesis 4: Student socioeconomic status does not influence the ability of the 

PSAT to predict passing the FCAT reading subtest. Figure 5 illustrates that the 

discriminant analyses found substantial differences between the accuracy of predicting 

failing the FCAT reading from PSAT among students who did and did not receive 

free/reduced priced meals. Figure 5 illustrates a 6.50 percent difference in the failing hit 

rates within students receiving and students not receiving free/reduced priced and failing 

the FCAT reading. There is no substantial difference, 0.30 percent, between the hit rates 

among the students receiving and students not receiving free/reduced priced and passing 

the FCA T reading. 
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The model correctly classified predicting the FCAT reading scores from PSAT 

scores for students not receiving free/reduced priced meals at a 76.40 percent; the null 

hypothesis 4 (Ho4) for this sub-group is rejected. For student receiving free/reduced 

priced meals, the model correctly classified predicting the FCAT reading scores at 74.70 

percent; for this sub-group, the null hypothesis 4 is accepted. Further study could 

possibly determine why this sub-group did not meet the 75.00 percent threshold for 

accuracy. 

Hypothesis 5: The PSAT Math score does not predict beyond chance expectations 

passing the FCAT Math. Table 23 illustrates that the model was not only better at 

predicting FCAT math failures than it was at predicting FCAT math success for all 

groups, but it also illustrates that when looking at both Tables 22 and 23, the model was 

better at predicting FCAT math failures than it was at predicting FCAT reading failures . 

The discriminant analysis found that for the total sample the PSAT Math scores can 

predict with 73.50 percent accuracy, FCAT math failure or success. Based on this 

percentage, the null hypothesis 5 (H05) is accepted. 
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Table 23 

Accuracy for PSAT Math Predicting Passing and Failing the 

FCAT Math for All Groups 

Failed FCAT Math Passed FCA T Math 

Group 

All Subjects 

FRL-No 

FRL- Yes 

Male 

Female 

White 

Black 

Hispanic 

Other 

Actual # Failed 

~ 

~ .... 
~ 

::C 

1,369 
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80 

60 
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871 

454 

524 

805 

285 

622 

304 

35 

73.2 73.4 

Passed FCAT 
Math 

%Hits Actual # Passed 
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Figure 6. Gender and passing and failing FCAT Math hit rates. 

%Hits 
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74.00 
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Hypothesis 6: Student gender does not influence the ability of the PSAT to predict 

passing the FCAT math subtest. Figure 6 illustrates the difference in the accuracy of 

predicting passing FCAT math from the PSAT within the gender sub-groups was only 
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0.20 percent. The difference between the hit rate accuracy for failing FCAT math within 

the gender sub-groups was only 2.80 percent. 

With 75.00 percent accuracy for males and 75.40 percent accuracy for females 

having been correctly classified for predicting the FCAT math, the null hypothesis 6 

(Ho6) is rejected. 
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Figure 7. Race/ethnicity and passed and failed FCAT Math hit rates. 

Hypothesis 7: Student race does not influence the ability of the PSAT to predict 

passing the FCAT math subtest. For FCAT math failures , the analyses do show a 

substantial difference in the accuracy of predicting passing the FCAT math from the 

PSAT math within the Races!Ethnicities. Figure 7 illustrates the most substantial 

differences between the accuracies for predicting failing the FCAT math from PSAT 

within the racial/ethnic sub-groups Blacks, with a 76.00 percent accuracy rate of 

prediction, and Others, with a 97.20 percent accuracy rate of prediction for failing the 

FCAT math; the data illustrate a 21.20 percent difference. Another substantial difference 

between the accuracies for predicting failing the FCAT math within the racial/ethnic 

groups is between the failing math hit rates of Blacks, 76.00 percent, and Whites, 90.50 
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percent. Figure 7 illustrates the difference between the accuracy hit rates of these two 

sub-groups is 14.50 percent. The discriminant analyses found accuracy for correctly 

classifying Blacks for the FCAT math predictions at 75.70 percent, but the hit rate 

differences for failing FCAT math between Blacks and all of the other race/ethnic groups 

is substantial , starting at 9.20 percent difference between Blacks and Hispanics, a 14.50 

percent difference between Blacks and Whites, and reaching a 21.20 percent difference 

between Blacks and the race/ethnic group, Other. Further study is needed to determine 

the reason(s) for the differences between the accuracy of predicting the passing and 

failing FCA T math from PSA T math within the racial/ethnic groups. 

For three of the sub-groups within the race/ethnicity group, White, Black and 

Other, the null hypothesis 7 (Ho 7) is rejected because each of those sub-groups reached or 

exceeded the 75th percentile for having been correctly classified for predicting FCAT 

math success. For the sub-group Hispanics, the percent for being correctly classified was 

73.30 percent. Further study may be needed to determine why this sub-group did not 

meet or exceed the 75.00 percent threshold for accuracy. 

Hypothesis 8: Student socioeconomic status does not influence the ability of the 

PSA T to predict passing the FCAT math subtest. Figure 8 illustrates that the discriminant 

analyses found a substantial difference, 6.30 percent, between the accuracy of predicting 

failing the FCAT math from PSAT among students who did and did not receive 

free/reduced priced meals. Figure 8 also illustrates a difference of 4. 70 percent between 

the accuracy for predicting FCA T math success among students receiving and not 

receiving free/reduced priced meals. For the 2003-2004 school year, the profile for public 

schools in Broward County includes the data that 39.50 percent of the K-12 student 
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population was documented as receiving free/reduced-priced meals (FDOE, 2005). For 

this current study, 21.50 percent of the sample was receiving free/reduced priced meals. 
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Figure 8. Socioeconomic status and passing and failing FCA T Math hit rates. 

Categorical Classification of FCAT and PSAT 

The purpose of this study includes providing information for categorically 

determining student scores and achievement levels on the FCAT. The School Board of 

Broward County currently utilizes the Benchmark Assessment Test to determine "student 

growth" between the BAT administrations, but cautions principals that the BAT growth 

is "not a prediction of FCAT learning gains. Rather these indicators provide information 

as to whether students grew between the two BATs" test administrations (Clement, 

SBBC, Director, Student Assessment & School Performance, 2007). Further study could 

determine the usefulness of the information in the categorical classification for school 

staff in easily targeting students for FCAT preparation. 

Table 24 summarizes the PSAT verbal and math means and standard deviations 

alongside of the FCAT achievement levels. 
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Table 24 

Categorical Classification of FCAT Achievement Levels and 

P SAT Means and Standard Deviations 

FCAT PSAT Verbal PSAT Math 
Achievement Levels Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. 

1 31.44 6.12 29.69 5.90 

2 37.39 6.15 33.17 5.73 

3 42.86 6.32 37.96 5.81 

4 45.73 6.19 47.28 6.70 

5 52.22 7.52 56.71 7.11 

A scale score of 300 is needed to reach the graduation requirement for FCA T 

reading and math. For both the FCA T reading and math, a scale score of 300 falls within 

the FCAT Achievement Level 2. The state of Florida requires schools to provide reading 

interventions for students scoring in the Level 1 and 2 on the FCAT reading. Level 1 

students "must be served in a reading class specifically designed to provide the reading 

intervention, which could be intensive reading, developmental language arts, or selected 

ESE classes" (Lefsky, 2007). In the high school setting, Level 2 students may avoid 

eliminating an elective class from their course schedule if the secondary content-area 

teachers complete either the reading endorsement program, or complete the content-area 

professional development (CAR-PD) package, consisting of 150 hours of professional 

development (Lefsky). 

Figure 9 illustrates the frequencies for PSAT verbal scores by FCAT reading 

achievement levels. The data illustrate substantial frequencies from the FCAT Level 1 

and 2 student scores. Of the 11,201 students who took both the PSAT verbal and the 

FCAT reading, the students who failed the FCAT reading had a mean PSAT verbal score 
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of 34.75, with a standard deviation of 6.81. These students scored within the FCAT 

reading Achievement Levels 1 and 2. The frequency of students failing the FCAT 

reading, having a scale score of 299 and below, is 6,436 with a PSAT verbal mean of 

34.75. 
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Figure 9. PSAT Verbal Frequencies and FCAT Reading Achievement Levels. 

Figure 10 illustrates the frequencies for PSAT math scores by FCAT math 

achievement levels. The data illustrate that of the 11,206 students who took both the 

PSAT math and the FCAT math 2,763 students scored within the FCAT Levels 1 and 2 

and had a PSAT math mean of 32.03, with a standard deviation of 6.01. Of these 2,763 

students, 1,526 failed the FCAT math with a scale score of 299 or below, having a PSAT 

math mean of 30.58 with a standard deviation of 5.86. 
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Figure 10. PSA T Math Frequencies and FCAT Math Achievement Levels. 

Conclusions 

Vern Louis Alexander's 2003 research concludes that although there is "a strong 

belief that high stakes have forced ... to teach all students" exams have negatively 

impacted minority and economically disadvantaged students to drop out of school" (p. 

129). Similar to Alexander's 2003 research, Lieberman and Morris report a concern that 

"these mean differences in test scores can translate into large adverse impacts against 

protected groups when test scores are used in selection and credentialing decision 

making" (p. 4 ). Figure 11 illustrates the PSAT means for students who failed the FCAT 

reading and the FCAT math. Further study is needed to determine if these students ever 

met the FCA T graduation requirements. 
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Figure 11. PSAT Verbal and Math Means by FCAT Pass Reading and Math for 

Race/Ethnici ty. 

Under the pressure to close the achievement gap between white and minority 

students, and in efforts to support that every child must make achievement gains, research 

is showing that some of these efforts are having adverse results. Lieberman and Morris 

(2002) cite reports which "consistently reveal significant mean differences by race". In 

this study, 56.30 percent of the sample is made up of non-whites, yet Whites had a higher 

mean score for both PSAT verbal and PSAT math, with the exception of Others who had 

a slightly higher mean, 0.79 percent, in PSAT math. It should be noted, again, that Other 

represents only 5.80 percent of the sample in this study. 

A 2002 study completed by Jerrod C. Savala (San Diego State University) draw 

the conclusion that the effect socioeconomic status "plays on a student's success is much 

more encompassing than curriculum development and implementation" (p. 42). Savala's 

study points to how curriculum was administered to the students and to "the teachers' 

beliefs about socioeconomic states households and how those beliefs became a factor in 

the way they instructed students and how the curriculum was designed" (p. 42). Savala's 

assumptions were that socioeconomic status "would probably be the number one factor in 
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a school's success on standardized testing" (p. 39). However, Savala's assumptions were 

proven to be wrong when one of his lowest SES schools outscored his highest SES 

school on the SAT 9. 

Although this current research is a study of achievement tests, it is not a study of 

contextual variables being predictors of student achievement. This study included how 

various contextual variables may moderate the ability of the test (PSAT) in its prediction 

of FCAT success. Literature reviews in this study are meant to illustrate the quest of 

educators trying to find the primary predictors of high-stakes tests and predictors of 

student achievement. 

The sample of the 1Oth graders used in this current study represent the Class of 

2006. Table 25 illustrates the Class of 2006 passing data for the FCAT. This table 

illustrates the lOth graders who tested in 2004 as first-time test takers and two years later 

as 12th grade test re-takers. Because of mobility, the 12th grade data do not necessarily 

reflect the exact cases from the data set in this study, but these 12th grade students would 

have first taken the FCAT in March 2004. These particular data, as reported by the 

School Board of Broward County, Office of Research, Evaluation, Assessment & 

Boundaries, include that of the total number tested in re-take reading, 2, 665 students, 

only 346 passed the reading leaving 2,319 12th grade students who did not meet the 

passing criteria in Reading and for FCAT Math retakes, of the total number of students 

who retested, only 338 passed, leaving 790 seniors who did not meet the passing criteria 

in Mathematics necessary for obtaining a standard high school diploma and in time for 

June 2006 graduation (May, 2006). Although there are additional requirements for 
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earning a high school diploma beyond passing the FCAT, these students would not have 

met the FCAT requirement. 

Table 25 

Passing Rates Among the Class of 2006 Broward Students on the 2004 and the 2006 

Retake FCAT SSS Reading and SSS Math 

SSS Reading SSS Math 
Class of 2006 Year #Tested %Passed #Tested %Passed 

Grade 10 2004 11,201 65.60 11,206 86.40 

Grade 12 2006 2,665 13.00 1,128 30.00 
Retakes 

In 2006, Broward county re-tested 8,738 lOth, 11th, and 12th graders in Reading 

and re-tested 4, 277 lOth, 11th, and 12th graders in Math (SBBC, 2006). Re-take lOth 

graders are students who initially took the FCAT in their first year as a lOth grader, failed 

it, and also failed to be promoted to 11th grade due to lack of credits earned. Further 

study might determine whether different strategies could improve the first-time passing 

rate and the re-take passing rate on the FCAT for the students of Broward County. 

Recommendations 

Recommendations for the educators, both district and school staff, include 

exploring optimum utilization of available data through the PSAT. District and school 

staff could determine if the PSA T data should be gathered in earlier grades, such as ninth 

grade, allowing more time for diagnostic instruction to occur in the spring of the ninth 

grade year and continue in the fall of the lOth grade year up through to the time of the 

FCAT administration in the spring of the lOth grade year. The model in this current 
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study has proven to be successful in predicting FCAT success through the use of the 

PSAT scores. Additionally, professional recommendations include optimum utilization of 

the PSAT score reports for direct intervention with students. 

The state of Florida identified and defined specific Sunshine State Standards and 

benchmarks students are expected to reach in learning the math and reading skills. The 

College Board has aligned these standards to the areas of knowledge on the PSAT 

(College Board, 2003). The FCAT Reading/Literature and Math skills and the PSAT 

Verbal and Math skills are illustrated in Table 2 of this study. The PSAT Score Report 

Plus and the Summary of Answers and Skills (SOAS) Tutorial provide educators with 

step-by-step guidance for interpreting and assisting students with detailed, formative 

feedback on the PSAT (Appendix A). Pages 16-28 of Appendix A of the SOAS tutorial 

instruct the educator on how to analyze correct and incorrect answers on the verbal, math 

and writing portions of the PSAT (College Board, 2006). Currently the state of Florida 

provides educators with a guide for understanding FCAT results (Appendix B). The 

FCAT guide provides information on understanding the students' scale scores and 

achievement levels. The guide illustrates the score report parents and students receive on 

pages 8 through 11 of Appendix B (FDOE, 2007). These score reports show test scores; 

the score report does not provide formative feedback on correct or incorrect test answers 

for parents, student or educators, nor does the state release the test questions for review 

until later years. Further study is recommended for determining concordant use of the 

PSA T scores. 

The PSAT is an established, national, standardized, low-stakes test providing 

students, teachers and parents with not only the exact test booklet the student uses in 
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taJGng the test, but also with a detailed, formative score report. The PSAT/NMSQT Score 

Report Plus is aligned to the Florida curriculum standards (College Board, 2004c). This is 

significant to classroom teachers because specific weaknesses in the PSAT can be 

compared to the FCAT strands and benchmarks and can then be a focus for remediation 
' 

perhaps raising the passing rate for first-time test takers. When the PSAT scores arrive, 

the College Board allows schools to return the test booklets to the students. Test 

administration procedures include student identification on the PSAT test booklet so that 

students are sure to get their test book back when scores are released. This is significant 

to students because PSAT testing procedures permit students to figure, calculate, 

formulate , and make notes within the test booklet while the test is in progress. Upon 

studying their scores, students can also revisit the test question and view any notes they 

may have made during the test. Further study is recommended for further classification 

analysis with desegregation of racial/ethnic groups to determine why the data from 

certain groups illustrates a substantial difference in the accuracy hit rates. 

All the counties in Florida have access to administering and utilizing the PSA T. 

Additionally, the state of Florida has an established relationship with the College Board 

through the Florida Partnership. This is a fluid relationship between FDOE and the 

College Board allowing for growth and changes to be implemented all in the name of 

student achievement. The Florida Partnership with the College Board is divided into 

regions within the state to better assist the diverse school districts and their needs across 

the state. Principals in Broward County are able to communicate very specific needs to 

the district in order to improve student achievement; the Florida Partnership holds the 
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potential for meeting some of those needs by providing teacher and guidance counselor 

training. 

The findings in this study are significant to a principal because they provide a tool 

to identify students who need remediation and attention in better preparing for the FCAT. 

As stated in Chapter 1, there is not a state-wide, standardized, diagnostic tool used for 

FCA T preparation nor is there an established standardized assessment predicting FCAT 

scores. 

Recommendations for further study include determining why sub-groups did not 

meet the established threshold for accuracy in predicting FCAT success from PSA T. 

Summary 

The public schools in the state of Florida have few diagnostic tools to help 

students prepare for the FCA T. This state-mandated assessment is high-stakes for 

students because a passing score is required to receive a standard high school diploma. 

The assessment is also high-stakes for schools because it determines the school grade 

which impacts state and district funding, curriculum and course offerings, instructional 

focus and teaching pedagogy, and staff development, morale, enrollment and many other 

factors of the entire organization. 

Further study is needed in determining when the PSAT should be administered in 

order to optimize FCAT preparation. There are various ways of viewing the year in 

which the assessments are administered including the PSAT being administered earlier 

than in lOth grade, and the FCAT being administered later than the lOth grade year. In 

previous years with the High School Competency Test, the former state assessment 

required to obtain a standard Florida high school diploma, the assessment was 
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administered in a student ' s 11th-grade-year. With the implementation of the FCAT, 

students must pass the test for graduation purposes in their lOth grade year of high 

school. It should be noted that the science sub-test of the FCAT is administered in the 

11th-grade-year, but it is not yet a graduation requirement. 

As parents across the nation express their frustrations with state-wide, high-stakes 

testing, the pressure students face is also mounting. A reliable, diagnostic, formative 

report from the PSAT and a change in the grade levels of taking the tests could possibly 

ease mounting tensions of teachers and students. As we collect and analyze the data, it is 

important to remember that we do not teach this data, we teach students who deserve the 

most attentive treatment. 
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Who Should Review the SOAS? 

Administrators, department heads, and teachers 
are the primary staff for whom the SOAS was 
designed. Any other staff wishing to gain a 
perspective on students' college preparatory 
skills, should also review the report. 

One important note: The more inclusive the 
testing within each grade, the more meaningful 
and applicable the results will be for your school. 
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Reminder 
• To access the school/dist rict SOAS report, all staff must use their 

College Board Education Professional Login User Name and 
Password. * 

• After logg ing into your account, or creating an account, enter the 
SOAS access code provided via the mailing to principals . (The 
access code is also provided on the PSA T/NMSOT Student 
Roster of Scores and Plans sent with student score reports in 
December.) If you accessed SOAS last year, you wi ll not have to 
re-enter an access code this year. 

• Once this account is created, your user name and password can 
be used (with additional access codes, as needed) for all your 
professional interactions with College Board onl ine reports and 
ordering for PSAT/NMSOT and AP . 

L 
·--- --- - -- ~ 
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SOAS Review - First Steps 
1. After logging in, select the report year you wish to 

view, use the II+ II symbol in the SOAS box that 
appears to drill down to grade-level reports and 
select the report you wish to view *. 

2. Print the SOAS (in color, if possible, but black & 
white will work also) . Notice that each content 
section has its own II cover", so if just one section is 
desired, you can identify and print only those pages. 

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 for each report desired. 
(There should be a separate report for each grade 
that had 25 or more students take the 
PSAT/NMSOT on the same day.) 

[-:, The ~-~p;rt--wrll open in a PDF format . (If you do not have Acrobat Reader~~Wl 
. _ on t he lmk pro~ided for a f.:ee dow~ad ~-t~is too l_l_ _______ __j 
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Gather support materials 
4. On the report site is a resource box with 

support materials (including this tutorial) to help 
you work with the SOAS report. We 
recommend you print this tutorial, plus: 

Test Question Detail (TDQ) Report - provides a place to keep a record 
of quest1ons that need further review. You might want to print: 

a) Appropriate sheet* with the test form question detail. This includes 
basic information on every test question . On these pages, you can 
highlight test questions that need attention. 

b) Skills list with the descriptions, from the TDO's f irst spreadsheet, 
OR use the separate Skills List Document listed with resources, or 
from Understanding PSA T/NMSOT 2006 Scores. 

~·here 1S a Test Q ues t 1on DE tad Report for e~ch 1~,; odmm.strotiOn . so be I sure to usc t he one for the correct te<t dO)' (W<a nesaa\ or Scturday) 
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PSAT/NMSQT Skills List 2005 
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Gather support materials 

5. Get a copy of the actual test. The 
test questions will be needed to fully 
analyze the results. 

The Gu idance Office should have extra cop ies that can 
be shared. If needed, it is a good idea to order extra 
tests w hen registering for the PSAT/NMSOT. 

(It IS only $1 per addit ional test at registration time; it is $3 per test when 
ordered later.) 

Note: Tests cannot be duplicated due to copyright 
restrictions. 
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New in 2006: Quick Reference of 
Questions and Answers 

• You can view 2006 PSAT/NMSOT Questions. Answers 
and Answer Expla nat ions by clicking the appropriate link 
in the Resources Section . F.iJI¥ U 
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New in 2006: My College OuickStart™ 

l<t ., _ _. ?.l -.~~~,.1 P~ t. l .'NM ~·.:l 

.I 

~ ~ ,..Jr .. ... ~·-~ 

I 
~·eto~•~d ·· ~\.Its lor cntH •Ire.-d11'1 9 , 

-t mathemetJtl •~d wntinq 
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" 

• Your students also have access to the questions and answers online 
through My College OuickStart. In addition. they can view a 
personalized SAT study plan. lists of colleges and majors, and their 
online PSAT/NMSOT score report. To learn more, click the Tour of My 
College OuickStart link in the Resources section of SOAS. 
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A Note to Teachers 

It is recommended that teachers take the test-at 
least the questions in their content area-prior to 
reviewing the SOAS. This will help them: 

• Pre-identify any test questions {that they feel might be 
problematic for their students) for special attention when 
reviewing the SOAS to see how closely expectations 
resemble reality; and to 

• Confirm how closely their daily work with students, their 
learning expectations, are supported by skills being 
assessed on the PSAT/NMSOT. This will define a clea r 
connection between their classroom work, the SAT, and 
college readiness. 

PSAT/NMSQT. 
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Reviewing the SOAS 
The SOAS has sections for Critical Reading, 

Math Reasoning , and Writing Skills 1 "''-'""""-""""'' r 
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Reviewing the SOA ~ 
P:iAT\ \I ... ol 

P ~-m age 1 AN~WEfl_:; &,SKILL..S 

S.t.Mllll£ SCHOOL (000001 • ;:~~~ :~du :r:~: ~~~~~~h/<:·~:~~ : . . ; . .'~ :::.: ·. 
(2008 = 11 '1'; 2009 = 1om; etc.) · · · ·· ·· ·. " .. : .: .. --· 

WI ,fl I~ lnc...,Cif'd~ 

• The number of test takers -· ... · .. · :: .:· .. · .... :: .. __ , ·:. ·: · 
for the grade is included. . ... .. -~·- ·· ... · · .. ·.· ·. :. 

Compare it to the school's ... ,_ ..... 0 .... ~··"·~··· ... .. .. 

enrollment for that grade to 
4

"~· -~-·~ 
'!' -';· • ·'- ... , . ' ... • _: ~.:...::.... . • 

understand the proportion of 
participants. 

NOTE: As stated previously, the greater 
the involvement. the more mean ingful 
the report will be. 
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;r, 

Reviewing SOAS - Content Cover Pages 
-

Each content section (Critical 
Reading, Math, Writing Skills) 
will have a separate cover page 
describing the reports to follow. 

~ 
PSAT/NMSQT 2005 MATH SECTIONS 

ri.'l" t' ,;,.-l'l'f ' JJ ;t') ,,: f~ 1; ,I -:- ~ ro: •. :- •f)c: 1'13''1 l ,tC.Y-11 j :.<.. ' en• ~ ' ;· ';" ' -,j. · ·• lr-, t-~·,.•;_t {1!. ; • ·~ •J i ;· , . •I ~,,r• .J, 

.·. :r!; '':<? Qt•( .~liO• : .:·• 1\-: .J •.I .,, ·d• "' •, '-;J ~~- ~- .f. •- c.r ~' '~=" _; r .,:,n•. ;1 •. 11 •:., ,, L. r • , •• ,. ~Pi.'~ ·.l' ;, •; ... .-.r.~w 

n n l h~ fo.hwnJ P.l•.jt: ... •r,r're ar ~: IF'I ' t!"i". c ff~rt -, r .?e-~c i Yes c.n ~ · .. dC' ' ~ "' p.:-rt~W' I.Jncc v~ :ro(' (lc:o~e 2C~: :" SA.T"'P.. 
n .11h rt>.b J'\,ng $eC.t•ons Thes.e re•s(le ,:::, '- l'S .,., ere d;-;tg" t.'J :u trd:J ;IO'Jd•t"•; ~Jo:. ~>.. t€'h,noJIItt<u .. t .. Ut·r 'b -:. ~~''"'s. tu d 
w h.-.t :JCd.Jt'n'•C n i."'f' CS l:ll.l!.l .ln<l ~o ("'~ ure t"le CL ·nc..J ium aa.:rl"s~e~ 1 . ._ 'l> ~ n~., rJ<; Eh. OJY s :l dt< ~CI ~ ~ hr.m uf t-..tcr !>ec 
te LJ•..o ' l \~ .thsoME reve-.<.t<ouggcs'll':'-s 

Ana lys is of Correct Answers 
P·us ~.ect~un C•)~,t a•r ~ d · t: .. t:w'< ot 1 .r r o .p '"- ft'~ .-~)r<;f'<, ~Hl -~at .. rr:. : ~, ~--· · .. ! : ~ IT w li• "' Cit .l"o? '"\.? pe·r,;n~..J go> c l )l) l 

,.,at ff'':.pot'IOec corrr~c:tv ll"'• Vtd ,1 ·. 1'11" pf' "Cf' '~ l <tQt:" •J I co•r<>c' 't"'N'" J<:-·~ ·s·tll ·"..,. ._;!att. n.-,· o;1 3 ~d r., 3 c ..:;m ;:J<J~"bl~ 

Be sure to 
always include 
the subject 
cover sheet 
with SOAS 
cop1es. 
~------------------~ 
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Reviewing the SOAS 
Within each content area, there are three 

different reviews: 
1 . Analyze Correct Answers 

Provides tables and graphs to show that grade's performance 
(percentage of students with the correct answer) on each test question 
compared to the state. nation and a comparable* group. 

2. Analyze Incorrect Answers 

Provides tables and graphs to show that grade's wrong answer choices 
on each test question compared to the state and nation. prov1ding 
ins1ght 1nto "why" a question caused problems. 

3. Analyze Skills 

Provides a graph to show that grade 's performance on sk:l ls reported 
on the PSAT/NMSOT as compared to the state and nation. 

* ··c,,mparabk ~ l"<lll p-::- ,~.~ id" ' an i,~icni,,n ~,f··.:~I;L. L"~J- ;;~ adct;~~! 
p..:r l (' rnl~111~.: .. l(,r ,,lur !! l"l)Up ,,f ,t uJcnh It j, b ~bcd on the j1 LTI;mnatH:c I 
!II"~~ idl"~ 'l" )'I<Hlf' of ,tuJ.:llh ol c.J<klll icJ ih < ••" i/hll oih/, lo} <llii"' . j . 

1SOAS Tutonal Preuntation 2006-2007 
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Analyze Correct Answers 

• Read th rough the text on the cover 
page of the section to understand 
what is contained in this analysis. 

Note the keys for different 
comparison group codes 

• Note that data~d in various 
ways : in a table, and in two differe. 
charts. 

• Bar Graph comparisons 

• Comparable group comparisons 

The difficu lty level of each question 
is noted, and range from 1 (easy) to 
9 (diff icult) 

PSAT/NMSQT 
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Analyze Correct Answers 

Things to look for when reviewing this section : 

" 

@ Items with in the lower, dark gray area on the 
comparable group graph show questions where your 
students performed below expectation . (Especially 
important if less than 70% got the question correct.) 

(3) Items where school was most noticeably below state 
and/or national performance 

3. Easier items (1-4) where less than a 2/3 of the students 
got it correct. 

4. Plus review of any questions that generated teacher 
interest after taking the test 

Q = sample on next slide 
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Analyze Incorrect Answers 
• Read through the 

text on the cover 
page of the section 
to understand what 
is contained in this 
analysis. 

• Looking at popular 
wrong answers 
gives insight into 
students ' difficulty 
with the question . 

PSAT/NMSQT 

ANAL'! SIS OF INCOiliR£CT CRtncAI. R£ADIHO AHSW E.RI . :J 
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Analyze Incorrect Answers 
Some hints: 

• The percentage 
indicators help identify -
questions that caused 
problems for large 
percentage of students. 
(Colored areas on the left 
are incorrect answers.) 

ANALYSIS OF INCORRECT CRITICAL READING ANSWERS 
:r- -- --- - - -- -- -- -- -~ -- -Ei1 

• Letters identify the 
answer choice 
represented . 

~orrect answe~ is noted ~:I: - .. 
1 m shaded cell m table ~- · .. · · r+i · 

and on the right side on 
graph 

• Percentage of students I · ~: -· : :, eJ i 1 
who omitted the question · ::: ill : : 
is always in black .. - · .., -
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Analyze Incorrect Answers 
Free Response Math Questions 

Some hints: 

• Correct answer(s) _ , ~ D • • • 
' , . 

~' I I . ' I 

• Most popular incorrect ::: :: :.. ..:: 
answer for each group :M.. ' :'; ~ ~ 

::.tt ") • 
~ ~· !' ! 

• And then remaining 
incorrect answers are I ~~:· " ~ . .-
grouped together. -== ~~:_ · ?. f ~:! ~ -

'"' 
~-~" '' 
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Analyze Incorrect Answers 

Things to consider when reviewing this section: 

G) Questions with disproportionate incorrect answer 
choices compared to state (or nation) 

@Items with disproportionate omit rates compared to 
state (or nation) -could be less or more 

@ Items (free response) with a different favorite wrong 
answer than state (or nation) 

4. Plus any test questions teachers previously identified 
as worth checking for group performance. 

0 = sample on next slide 
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Analyze Performance on Skills 

• Read through the text 
on the cover page of 
the section to 
understand what 1s 
contained in this 
analys is. 

• Th is section identif ies 
ski lls that are t1ed to 
test quest ions and 
provides a comparative 
look at performance 

• State and loca l 
performance is 

ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE ON WRITING SKILLS 

I 

I , .. 

--- -
0 

" 
c 

c 

" c 

0 c c l 
presented by symbo ls"'."'------------- ------------' 
relevant to National 
performance, which is 
represented by a l1ne. 
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Analyze Performance on Skills 

Things to consider when reviewing this section: 

@Skills furthest below the state and/or national 
average 

@Skills that are furthest to the left, even if better 
than the state and/or nation 

3. Skills that came to attention as included in 
problematic questions that were discovered from 
review of correct and incorrect answers (skills 
coding of questions is on the Test Question Detail 
report). 

Q = sample on nc\( slide 
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Questions for Further Review 
-~ 

f.., 

~ ' o I · p --- --Low:r perf:r~~~; ~<~ool8::.~.-r-- --~ 

Higher performing school 

~" 

F
h 

. 

. 

,, ,jj: 

- ~ 
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Suggested Next Steps After the Initial 
SOAS Review 

• Revisit the test, focus ing on the questions that were noted 
as in need of review. 

• Review the incorrect answer choices in the test book or 
online to aid in discovering the possible issues. 

• If your school ordered the Student Data on Disk, teachers 
should review their own classes' performance relevant to 
the SOAS problem questions . 

• Discuss problem questions with students in math and 
Eng lish classes to gain further insights into problem areas. 

• Work within departments, classrooms, to deal with 
common issues that need curricular attention . 

PSAT/NMSQT. 
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Need More Help? 

• New England {NERO} : 
866-392-4089 

• Middle States {MSRO} : 
866-392-3019 

• Midwest (MRO}: 
866-39 2-4086 

• Southern {SRO}: 
866-392-4088 

• Southwest (SWRO}: 
866-392-3017 

• Western (WRO) : 
866-392-4078 

PSAT/NMSQT' 

College a-.1 Regional Offices 

• International: 
202-741-4700 
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Copyri~:ht Statement for This .\ssl•ssmcnt and Sl·hooll'erformanc:e l'uhlil·atio n 

\uthllt t /.l lh l ll tnr fl'[Xodm:t ron or !ti t' dnt.:U il ll.:nr 1' h ~: rch~ ~r : u rr ..:d H ~ ["-.:1"'-tl;l ... h .. t!llg lfl ,m d !l :~.:r •. LI ..:.tr.t ...: Jt ) \' 111 ; 111 the l nllorn• 'i~ --t,' !l l tl! 

Puhl rL· K 1 .~ Sdwo[.., .1 ... d..:fm..:d \JI 'i ~..·ct 11111 I Ofltl () 11 I). l·l t ll ula .''ll : ttut~..· ... I' ll r' '- 1 11)'" r t~ l l\ li nt :1..\.' llll l" l hi? tth..lmh.: d 111 ,d l L'l 1pt1.> 

.\ 11 rraJ~..·rnarlo.' .~ruJ trade ll<lllh.'" !nund rn th1' pt thlll.:att\\11 .~r~· Thl' pHlpl'rl: PI llwu ' "' '[, L' I.. I t \~ il \\llL'f' .rnd :trc :101 :•' ' 'l4.'l.l:cd \\ lllr tile 

fHthh,hl!l' 0\ !Ill" puhJH.:;II IOil 

Panw ..... uJn '''\JOT gra!llL"J for Jt , rrih ut tnn 111 t\ .. 'Pf tlductHHl tHlhtJL' tlh.' l ndtlftl1 ')~'!('Ill 111 P11hl11.: K- 12 Sdwo J, or :or L'tHt:rn~o.'l l" tJI 

dt ... lnbutHH1 u lihl' l'Op) rl ):! ht ed matnial ... \.I.Jihout \.\fllh:n authon/.llllllllll•lll i h~ r .tlr!d.J Dqxtr:n~ t.: Tll Ill hh u.:..l lhHl ()u e ... lll l n ... 1\' ~! :Jnll n g ll ... l' 

of the~l.:' l:op:n~hlcd m;.~ h:nab ... houhJ ht• ''' Ill 10 lht.' fnlllw. Hl!! 

,\,..,~..,:--m~nl . u~tl Sl'hotll Palt•nnanc~ 

f-l~>rhb lkparllll~nl 111 ~ du,·Ji ron 

T.J.llaha,..,c,·. Fl11m.L.J '2 .\ 1N ~ O..+t}IJ 

Cnr:nghl ~on: 

St.tl~ nt H<lndJ 

D~·juf!mc'nl o t S! ;ll t.' 
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FCAT Parent Network 

Paren t Network 

~~;::::. :~:~:. :·~;~~.~",:::. ~ ~~~ .:~;:. ......... ............... . 
' '"" '1 1 

~~ ..... 

0 
..... • 

nw f·('A 'I J>an·nt Nf'll'.t)l'i... \\ ~· w. r:C \TP.I fl'rl l:"li.."IWUI~ . l'llnl. j)fOVilk' ... l'l'll l"t" . : J!ine ..tl'L'~'\ ... l lll h L Sun ... hin...- S t.lk' 

Stand~1rd ' Stu<.l\.'!ll and Par ~..· nt l{ ,,:pqrl , fpr tb ~..· Rr.u.hng. 'vl.ttlh:mLJtic' . \ \ 111 i n~+. and Sctc llCt' h.: ~ I:-.. a~ wrll ,t., the 
RcaJ1n _l:! and Math~rnul i<..:s R .. ·take tt ··.t .-.. (;l lnmlalmn nn tilL' •-t tl' t \ tr.lll" l,\ll'd 1 1 ~ \o \fXJII I.., II alh.l ll<llt tan C''" lc . 
R\• , L tll ~ (nr the f-Ct\T R cad i n~ onJ rvf:lth...:matic:-. \:RT tc .. ... L, are nut JH,)\' ..... k·d lHlthc .;ttt" . 

T i lL' P;Jrcm ~CI\A.OI'k provide.'\ C.Jrl) ~tr..: e ... , l ll "l'P!~' rrnll r thl' r-c \T sss tc ... b ·'" 'lhll l a .... lt"'IUlh a re 01\ail.mlr f t )!" 

all prl' -c.'lllll ll l·d ' t:ult"n t..., wi1h a rllilh.:h 111 rt.:pPrtabk re ... Lllts . The Homt' Pa~c Int.• in "~r..:~..:n r~qlll rf's a new l(',t'!ln .tnd 
pa~sword ft.'r t•ach te ... t ~;dmtm:-.tration ..... n t:a<..:h s tuJc.>nt md udrd t il th~.· prc-cttrnllmt...'tt l pw'"T"' for tha t I t'' \ re~...·L"t\L'., 

:t lclt i.._T v.- ilh a un i4ll~ 1-lgin nnJ p:t -. ... \\'OrJ thai can 11111) ht> ll~t:d j , )f th;J t parth:ul:lr : tdmi a i -. J f ~t\ 1 0 1 1. The Uome r~ge 
ron ta.rh .t lt1g in , l .tlT IL tllfutm;tli llll rt·: ·.t :·Jinf '" hil'h n:::-.uh' .m:· ~urrc a~t l )' ;.;,"aiLihk. ;md c.:'\ p e~..:teJ l!llltnt! lor ttt~o.' 

posting \. ~ r !'u LLt ~·t: rt·"lth:-. . 

0 'The Re~ul l"' l•agt- d1"play' -.~cure infnrmation rt:')!~u·ding the ... tuacm·s I·C ..-\l Sn~n: itht· Rc.Hiin!! an t i 

1\·lat hcmatics s~urc.> or the St il'lll'l" .uu.l \Vritln~ + Se;tk• sc, ' rC) ..! lltl . ..\ ~.· h iC\ cmcnt Lt.• \·d. "'' well~ .... P<~ "" ' "~ 
,,~:u ..... rnr Grade 10 Rl'atl ing ~md \ ·t Hhemalll.; f~tltd K:l'l i!l.. r .... ; I !I On ri tadc \ . ~.::vel 't :.JIU.'. I Lcvd _,or J.hl.)\ 3: rur 
all \J iht•t g_J;Hil_. , and .., tthjt: ... :b. Th .., p..1 ,~t.: ~lh'-• Jc:-.rr ibc:-, ih t• ran~c \\ tthi n v: luch the "lttdt·nt\ ... L:o r~ v:ou ld 
li kl'l ) r.d l ll lhl.:' ,-,lw .. knt tno~ t h ~· l l ' ' l ..tgail ~ \\ tthout Jt:J it i~.) n;J .lhlr.to. .. "l ! tJ il . StuUcnh \\ ho r l.'l'L'i\ ~.·d ;tdJil11 111:tl 

ilhll l tct. on wnuiJ :ikL"iy lrTI Jil'O\I.' I hcir ..,t..Ofl"" · \11 aJdllHl 'L l.Jn~ nh t.·an :Ll'Ll>· :o- a l. nk. t•) J PDr ni' tht 'lllllh .. ·nt·.., 
t'll\tTt' lnd ividua l Student R ~port it ~ ,;.:II apptic~lhk ... uhjt.."l'h . Thi :- rr port w il l m.Ltch the rcpon th<J.l :-' lud~m !-1 

1'('\..'l' t\t" m prit:t. .:.\n e .\ample nr' the n> u lr' par~ (~, );· Rcudia~ :md \lJth~lll.llt(o.., K~.·taf...t· 1l .. ..... h '·' ind llcll'li a l'hJ\L' . 

The s il e al,o include,, ;r p;rge v.ith link., ro FCAT He,ourccs as wel l a.' freq uent!} ,\ sked Questio ns l"'i'CS in 
F. n~lish. SpJ.nl \ h. :.tnd Hat ttJ n Crt'llk. Thr~c p;l~~~ .ndudL· tcl'hnh . .'~l ~ .... ~ i:- t<lnl'l..' rur lhing. !he ... i tt" .. s 'l.l.l'i l ;h 
infurm+.tl iOII Ul\ the FC AT and \AihiL:h r~' u lt!\ ~rc in~. ... ltHJt!tilln lht: rc. \T ['111'1 ' 1/,' \it'I\\ '(J f:... 

0 J • r: n , , tf, i ~·.\ I N, -; 1 : ··1 _ , !. ,.!: j•, <"ll ,,] : ' 
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Sunshine State Standards Reading and Mathematics 
Student and Parent Report 

Thr 'lwhhiru• Slult' Smnd.ur/.., Rl·.nlin(! .Jm! ,~l .. lfht •fiJ.IIJt' 
Srudclll Jnr! P.umr R£'pou 1' a four-p;rgl' color fuldr·r The 
first page rncludes a le tter to par~nts . !(llardians. or 
"ud~nt, . Th~ fourt h pdgp prov ide' gene ral infnrm.llion 
about the FCAT program. drfmi t ions o f key fCi\T tr rms. 
a nd resources fo r student\. Tlw in frumation on hnth of 
these pagt•s is translated in to Spani\h and Hai ti ;m Creolt• 

• . .. 
·::::~-_._ ... _::_·_~_"'•_:____::· .... _,_ __ --

lnsrdf' 1111' rr- pon . pages 2 .1nd J 1m'' rrk t l~<• \ludr•n t \ 
2007 FC\T SSS re,ul". Pagr 2 di,pldv' lhr Heading 
rrsulls and page 3 display' thr ~ IJthrmatic' rr'r 'l " 

• • .. . . 
,_,.,.., ____ ,.. -- -·--.. -~ -.... 

Tht· rh•,rrir lion nl' 1lw 1nformatrnn prm rderl o n lilt' 
'ample Reading report on this pagr apphrs to the 
iV1atiH•mafic~ rPport :t~ \1\tf'l l. 

•-.~--·-··-· · ·••··· ·--··- ·-··-.. ___ ,~-- - - ..• 

0 
0 

Till' ')luth·nr ..... r hool. .. md d i" lricr ..trl' td{' lll dil'd 111 

th i ... (H(';1. 

Th i' wble dbplay, the 'llrdrn t ·, FC AT Srnrr and 
achiPVl'ltl('ll l I('VPI. On thr c i .Hit) 10 rrporl. if .liso 
\how' w lwllwr lilt• \llHIPn l JlJ"l' tl or did 1101 pa" 
lht• tl''l. Tht• table abo displav; till' scorl' rangr' 
fur tK il it 'V('IlH'IH IP\ Ph 1 through 5. L ntit>lllt-'ath 
tlw grc:~ ph . a \tatl'll lt 'll l indict\11'.., ·.vhrtlwr t iH• 

\lr ull' rr l l'~ rnl'd a P"'"i ng scon · (fm Grad!' Ill 
only). fo iiO\\NI hv a s r ~ trmr n t thil t rndir;\11'' tht· 
' tud cnt '<:; FC AI' Scorr and <H h H'VPll\(' 111 IP\'P I 

Thi ~ informilt ion i-, lran~I.Hecl into Spanish ;md 
Har tian Creole. l'lll' foo tnote hr lnw this table 

;] '- -. ~. Ul 

dt•,crihr•' rlw r;mgt• wi rhr n " Inch J 'tudent'' ['C,\T Sr on· \\llu ld likl' lv t.rll if til(' wrdt· rll t"ok the lt·s t .rr.:ao~l. 
Y.IIhfJUI .Hirlitional i1l\tnJC t ion S tucknt '\ who n ·c<' ived i.Hid i tional i rl"'.lrllfllOil \\OU id li kcl_v irnpnJVl' tilf'H 
Sl'Q I' C'S. 

In tiH'i scrtion. tlw R:£ ·o~ ding l or~ lathrm;H ic.\) nHll f'lll 'uhca tPgoru-•" , trP h\ tf>d . (llollg \\ ith <1 dr ... tl ipt :f11l1) f t ilt ' 

( Oil lt ' lll (1~~(''\!'.NI \Vithin th.H ... ubrrtiPgory. Spatl!..,h ami J lat ti.UI c trulr rran\ lat ion~ nr thi ... info t lllttl ion art> ;.tl ... o 
provirlrd . Tlw lii iP~ oftlu' l"OJIII ' tl~ ..,ubca tE•gort('.., <ln' tht' \,\Ill£' ; u · r ~'~"' ;til g r. Hit· lt•\t•h: IHJ\\t-'\t'r. till' ;u tudl 
CUIIH:' I ll \I,Jrll'!) b\' gr .. tt lf' [pvrl h.l .... t•d 1111 tht • ht·JH lll lldfk'l.ll t'~t rh g t.uh· P:lgf'~ 33 35 orlhh hnnklt· l d.:• ... ntbe l il t ' 

Ll)lJ(('llt (\!)!)(' ~!)(•d Oil till' Rt' iH iillg otlld \t1dllw:II <.II H".., sss ptll tHlll\ of till' H :,\ \. 

l lH' " Po ints Possiblt'" rohl\IIIJ prov idP~ tlw to to\ tltlllliwr nf Jlf llllh flO\.\thlt· ror l'tW!t or tiH' CiHlll 'nt 
\u ht:<IH·go r ir~ {r lttqPr~ or \trancl\) .nu.J th r "' Points lanwcf' "i llO\\ \ tilt-' rt r!u. ll num bt-·r nf poinh rrtn ll'd 111 
c•at h of the r onH·nt '-tu iH atPgor it>'l . Tlw c; ta tf cnmpar i, on inll11rch h abo pHl\ h.ied. ,\ di.nlw nd wil l lnthr.J tt· 
" lwthrr rill' "udt>nt\ poin" ea rm·d fell in thr Lrm. Vliridle. or lligh third •>fscvrl'\ itnr"' till' "all· fnr t•,tch 
rnnlt-•nt ~ubcO:ltt·gu ry. 

Th1..:; an·a prnvidr.\ in fonnatwn onth(• ~tudrnr\ .... corP hi...,tory ll l Rt•ddlllg (or \1cllhPT11Jtlc\ ). Tlw ch:1rt to r\u_. 
right ~how-, till' ~:> t udent "s rC,\T Sron· anci arhiP\(' lll('ll lleH'I. as \O,.f' ll as tiH' rlf'( l'\.\~lrV Oil gr;:uh' lf•\c •l <;con· 
for f'.lCh yf•ar thf• student "'"·1' tc~ tt ·d (if th£• \tu d t' rt l' !) ':>COrf' ... \H' I<' avcJilabl<'). ,\ fif-trk. gray h;; r imt ictltt'\ th;H 

th r s turlen t 'rorrrl in Levl'l :lor lr iA h<•r fo r rilJt V!'a r: a ligh t g r;r, bar rndrra t<·' th .r t rlw ~ l r>dt nr "·on·rl hr•Jo.,, 
Lr,·<·l 3 for ril~t ,yra r .\rh ie\l'nlt·n t lrvel dl'~rription\ are gi\en to tilt' lr· ft t>l tht· \ turl r,n r ·, hiw>r] rh .. rt . 

The f.C ,\T Score i:; u~ed to dctPrminf' a srudl'nt'" ~H II HWI prngrP~s f'rnm graci(· to Lt ractP Dt·~velopmtntal 
scores range frurn 86 to 300~ . I· Ci\T Srrm '' JrP equa ted ro thr i>.•sr• wJr '">core> fr u111 y <'.ll to vt·.r r t .r1r lw 
cornpJ red . f'o r r·xJ mplr•. for GrJtle 10 ReJding and 'vb tlwma tirs. rile ha'e ym r ;, 1998. F4uoting mean> 
that ('\lrn though a gracie lf'\(·lt<·st rnay contain t.Jifrren t qur~ti on'l e11Lil vt'dl. "' i lltli-i lt '::> ..,_...,l;o pt~ tfcrm ~~~ t!w 
'"mP skrii iPvl'l in rliffcrr nt \•·.r r' "ill !•arnrlrt· ,,rme FC\T Srnrr. 

.. ! Jti 
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Science Student and Parent Report 
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<I'IUr ., •• -... 'I~Wf! 

I'll(' .Sl'it'IICt' Studf'nr dnr/ P. Jrcnr Rt'fHii'T h <t Ull<'· pagP . 1\\0--.,id!·d donmwnl. l lu" 1nl'nrmarin1l o n both nf r!H"..,c ' 

pllge" h tr<tnsi Jt f'd into 'Span i"h and H.liti;m C n •o lt ·. 

0 
0 

Thr 't udcn1. .... rhonl. ~uu1 d i~i n c r .t r t' idt•nr iflcd i1 1 tins ~trr.l. 

Tim tdble di>pl;l\ >till' ' tudl'nt \ FC ,\T Snt'IH"t' St. tit• Sn 11"l' ,llld "' il icv<·nu·nt l•·v!'l. Tlu· t.thlf' .1ho d"pl.t_Y' 
llr l' ~< on · r.Hlgt' "'o for ac lllf'W'Illf11 1 l t>vt.+'l I tilroug!l 5 . • md tlH· llltllnntml ''or£' n Pn '"'o\dl v lUI tilt' \ ttldt•nt to ])(' 
On Grad<• LPw l (Lev••l :l) . The fou tno((· !)('low tit" tahll' d<'"Tiht •' ti H· I.JIIgt within whi ch a '""l••n t\ FC:.\T 
Srur<' wou ld lik t·lv fall if the "'twh·nt too k thP If''' aga1n. " nlw11t add tl tuna l uhlrw 11011. Studt• nr o., \\ hn 
rt ~C(' J\ ' f'd addi tiona l in"' lrurti on \vcudd li ktl' lv improvt· tllf•Jr '-!corr.., 

TI H' Srit•ncc Content is dcscTibPd in t lli~ \Prtion Tt ll' tl l l t·\ of t!w ront t •J if ..,IJhra tcgonf•t.; Jr<' tta· '-1<1111<' acrno;s 
C-r.td t."'':> 5. 8 . . 111d I I. howf'Vf'r. fiH· <trltJJI cOJlt f': lt \d ti f'S b\ gr.Hil' ll' \f'l hast•d o n Jhe h(•nchmarks ;II (',1\h 
g r,Hlt •. f.arh of' I IW lour CUI\lt• Jll ~ llbt:atego r iP~ \:0, IJ:-. tt'd . ,t\tJIIg \\ il h d dt.' '-1 ! r! Jli iOfl nf I ill' {'U!H{'I\ 1 ..i'>W\'>t'tJ 

\v it hin that ~ubcJtt•gor: Spa11hh am1 Hait1.111 Crt'ult• ll. t ll~l.t t loll\ nf l ll i'> In format ion .tn"" .tho [li(J\· Jdt•d.lllt· 
ronH·n t tl""t ·o.,.-..t•d 0 11 thl' Sci t•nn· \t.'"'o l i ~ dcsr ri lwd o n p.tgc ... :Hi .111d :r;· ol thb ht10 klt ·r. 

Tlw ·· r oaus Po>"b]e "" cohl ll lll Jl i O\Id~s th<· {Otnl nul!lbcr of p0tl1 t\ poSSihlt· r,, t•,JC h ofrl;c fo ur ronll·nl 
su bc• tegurll'5 (dusters). "lli iP the ·· Poim' E.tnwd"" shows tlw numlwr o l po im' t·anu•d hv the stun<"llh 
for Pach 'ubcJtegory. The 'tate cnmpari"m 1n tlnrt.ls is al"' provirlen . A di.nnu11d indt catcs "lwther tlw 
'tudt'll t"s point> edrned fell in the L•1W. \! idnle. o r 1-ltgh thi rd of scores across the st;u<· for e«ch con tent 
~ubc.l lt 'gor:v. 
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Writing+ Student and Parent Report 
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Tlw W!ilill,~<< Swrit'llf "'"' Pim•111 Rtpull" a Oil<' pag~. two 'irkd dorurnt'nt . rtw frnnt of rhP fl'fl'll'l h di .,pla\Pd 
nn rhi' pogr onrlwill ht• drsrTibt•d in derail below. Tlw ha"k of th " n·port ~ro' idc' tnforrnation about 1hr studrn t s 
prompt ~r01e. including the topic lO \\hich the srurlrnr was askf'd ro trspond : how rlw llnJI ~run· \\i1S dete1111ined : 
tliC' ("riH•rid on V\-llich tlw prompr scort'\ JIT hasPd: Ill£' \\·riling cJrcum~trtlln~\: .utd hov .. tta~ ">Lure ~hould bl' 
itltf'rpn ·tC'd. 

0 
0 

e 
e 

Thr student. school. ami dtsl nrt a H' JCirrndit.•d 111 thb dfl',t 

This tab I~ dtspi~Y' thr ""d"nr\ rCAT Writing~ Sra le Score .>nd .lcht<·,enwnl level. T lw r;1hlt· aJ,n d"fll."' 
tile :-;core rc-mge~ fur ,\chit.'Vt'lllt'lll LPvl'b 1 through :1 . and thr· llltlltlllttm "'corr !l( 'C<''\"iarv for tlw \t tJ dl'ttl to 
he On Cr~dt• i.!'v!'l (l.rv!' l :!). Tl11• footnolt• llt'low I ins table dt·scril><"' the rJnge "'thin wlticlt" 'tnd,·nr'' 
H '!\T Writing+ Scorr would likely fall if rh P 'llr<ll'rlt rook tlrt• ll''t JgJin, wi rhoul additional in"rucrioll 
Studl'Ilt~ \Vhn rl·n ·iv(•(\ addt liol\al inst rucli on \\Ollld likl'l\· impnlVI ' liH'ir SCOfl'~ . FCt\ r Writing ... h ''\1\ 

indudt• a promp{ ~t·(·tion ;md c1 nlllltiplf'-rhotn· \cc·tio n. Both Ill(' prompt scon· and rlw tllll lli [11r lltoit c "con· 
cumhinf' to gi\t' a11 ovf'r.lll \Vnting+ ~con~ (ill(' fCt\'f VVrit tng t Sron·). If ri rlwr thf' prqmpt ..,ron~ or lht' 
mullipli• dtoiC"t' '\C"fll"t' 1\ nd ... "'tng. no O\<rrall 1·(',-\J' \Vrlltltg • Sc ·nn · i~ gtvt•n 

Tht· FC/\T fJCilievl'llll'nl IP\('1 cu i scores sh0\1.11 lwr<' ..trP pPndillg dpprov..tl bv till' Stalt' Bo,ml of l:duc.JIHHl 

Thistablr• di,pla~s tlw Rt•porting CJtPgorit'' on \\hid1tht· sllr<knt '"'" "''tt'd inllw mulliple clum·t· St't'lion 
of tlw l<'> l. ,mel a dt·scription of tht· CtJII ICI\t "'"''"'0 \\it hilll'ar h Rt'portillg Cllt·gtrr). Tlw "Points EMrH·d" 
column ~hows I he• aflual numlwr of poin" rlw "'"lt'nl ""'ned in l'arh H~poning C~tegon. and 1hr "Po ints 
Po," hie,.. column show' rh~ rnwl numher of poi11" pos,ihiP for r'arh of rilr Rt:porting Categori<'' In !Ia· 1."1 
thrt 'e colun\1\s, the diam11nd \iluw' if ihP stndcn t \ 'core bin tile Ltm. M iddl e. ur fligil third for e.1ch 
Repurong Carrgory. as romp.1n~ct to thf:' ~curt·~ uf otht·l ~ r udPnh in Florid.L 

T he· studcru's Jl i'OIIIJlt score is rli,playPd onrhe h.1rk pagt· of rhe rcptlll. Till' hi~l tes t po"iiJic 'wre is" b. 
Student J"<'Spon~<''l are ->rnrt'd 11\ing ~ holi..,tk "'<.:uring ruhrir . 1 \\O train{'d sc.on'r\ indcpf'ndcntly scurr {\tch 
rro;ponse. 'l he score rt•portt'd i> the avt·ragP ol both 'corrrs· scon''· Th is •"'''" al"' indira it'' iht· l\ pP of 
1.-rit ing assignn> c· nt given to lilt• stur!P nt : C rarle '!- Writing rol::.xpl .. 1in !Expository) or \·\ riti ng tu ·: l'IJ a 
Srory (iliarrativt') anr! Grad<· ' H dod 10-v\Jllillg t11 Ex pl,1in f[xpn, irnrv) or \hi ri ng lu Con1 inrr 
(Persuasive) . The SSS comom J'>esscd by FCAT Wriling+ is de,rriht•tl on pages :lH and :m o f this buo klct. 
The FCAT Writ•ng~ Holisllc Rubrics {exampil' unpage 1:3) appears on tile hack of the FCt'\r \'v'riting+ 
reports. A '"parate sheet 1> Ul>ll'ibu tcd to disrrirrs. "hid1 indudt•s the S pan isil tr.Jnsi;Hum of the J·Li\1 
'Writing+ Holislic Ruhri rs on onc• side anr! ihl' Haitian Crc·oit' rr,Jn, Ja t•un on th<' o tll rr. 

For morr inform~tion abou t FCAT Writing+. see Florid" Writn.1 Report Oil th<' 2007 FC IT Wrif ill,u ·- ' "'"'"~~<'Itt 
(indiv idua l booklrt' for C radP 4. C radP H. and Grade I 0) . 

' ...... \,',//;. ·I< \I U'l '''·''' .?• 1•1 
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